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Introduction
To be without representations of one’s experience, to be

deprived of an encoded heritage or valued culture is to be

oppressed; it is to be existentially denied, to be outsider,
invisible, the other.

(Spender 1992: 236, as cited in Remlinger 2005: 133-5)
Just like in the quotation above, there are many people who do not get to be
represented to the same extent than others. They are not chosen to be seen and heard,
or they are misrepresented. They are objects of ‘othering’.

The UK, along with most other countries, is an androcentric society in which white
male heterosexual is the norm. As the norm, such men are usually treated
respectfully in the media. On the other hand, there are groups of people who often
receive an unfair treatment in the media, e.g., women, gays and people of color. The

Economist, a prominent British news magazine published in London, is likely to
reflect this reality in its linguistic contents.

This thesis focuses on ‘othering’, i.e., ascribing unwanted identities on people. The
aim is to find out by studying the obituaries of The Economist whether there is

‘othering’ in the representations of the deceased individuals. ‘Othering’ is a social

wrong, and it needs to be fought and hopefully eradicated eventually. One way to do
this is by conducting a critical discourse analysis of texts produced by powerful
institutions, such as the media.

In the name of this white “hetero-patriarchy” (Lazar 2005: 140), unwanted identities
are being imposed on objects of ‘othering’. As Fowler (1991: 92) argues

In so far as we regard the category of person as displaying strongly predictable
attributes on behaviour, the category may harden into a stereotype, an extremely
simplified mental model which fails to see individual features, only the values that
are believed to be appropriate to the type. This is, of course, a basic ideological
process at work.

This diminishing of ‘others’ by simplification via stereotypes can also be classified

as violence (Pinthus 1982; Ramazanoglu 1990). According to Radford (1990: 43),
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violence in turn is a means of the powerful to exercise social control over those with
lesser power in society.

To scrutinize ‘othering’, a form of violence, a linguistic analysis shall be performed
on the data (ten obituaries) with the following study questions based on the systemic
functional grammar (SFG) as proposed by Fowler (1991: 98-9):

1) […], what kinds of participants occur in subject and object position?
Characteristically, people with authority are treated as subjects (semantically,
agents), while those with less power occur as objects (patients, beneficiaries) […]

2) […], with what types of verb are the various categories of participant associated?
Here again, discourse distinguishes the powerful from the disfavoured. […] So the
categorization of participants is reinforced by the verbs they attend. Those who are
disfavoured and discriminated against are likely to be associated with pejorative or at
least low-status verbs and adjectives […]
3) […], what kinds of expressions (names, occupational labels, etc.) are used to refer
to the participants?

Possible differences in various aspects in representing people shall be scrutinized,
i.e., the verb choices and the associated semantic roles, as well as manifestations of
stance in the adjectives and nominal expressions chosen by the journalist. In my BA
thesis on the obituaries of The Economist in 2002 (Ruohio 2005), the focus was in

naming and addressing of men and women. The central finding was that the

representation of men was more respectful than that of women. Women were thus
objects of ‘othering’.

With this analysis the intention in this study is to find out whether there is differential

representation of people or whether there has been a change towards a more
egalitarian direction compared with the previous study (Ruohio 2005).

Since The Economist is a representative of the media that can be perceived as a very
powerful institution that can make a great impact on readers’ attitudes, it needs to be
studied. Consequently, the research questions are the following:

1) Is there a difference between the style of representation of the norm and that
of groups perceived as ‘other’?

2) What are the differences in terms of quantity and quality?
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Since obituaries are about the person and less about current affairs dealt with in other

sections of The Economist, they form a fascinating site for observations. They may
thus reveal the writer’s subjectivity pertaining to modality and ideological aspects,
such as ‘othering’ in the magazine. Within the theoretical framework of critical

discourse analysis (CDA) the aim now, ten years after conducting the previous study
(Ruohio 2005) is to find out where we stand in terms of democratic values in present-

day British context represented by this very prominent news magazine, The
Economist that is influential on a national as well as international level. What is said
on its pages matters.

The approach in this thesis can be placed within the general framework of critical

discourse analysis (CDA) (e.g. Fairclough 2010). Another theoretical model that is

used is the ‘ideological square’ by van Dijk (2011). The Hallidayan systemic

functional grammar (SFG) (e.g. Fowler 1991) forms the basis of the practical

linguistic analysis mentioned above. Theories related to language and identity (e.g.
De Fina 2011; Omoniyi and White 2006) will also provide useful concepts since this
study is about possible ‘othering’.

The SFG based linguistic analysis is used as a method to find out what kind of a

representation is given to each person of the obituaries and whether there are
differential representations of various groups of people. The analysis focuses on

various lexical items (verbs, adjectives and nouns), as well as the syntactic roles they
play in a sentence, e.g. subject and object positions. As stated by Fowler (1991: 98-

9), people in a powerful societal standing tend to be placed in subject positions
whereas those with less power are often in object positions. This helps to determine
the semantic roles associated with the person represented. According to Fowler et al.

(1979: 198), “predicates (and their associated participants) carry the main
responsibility for representing the events and situations to which the text refers”. In

this study it is thus useful to scrutinize the verbs as predicates and as the main
carriers of meaning.

The materials consist of 255 obituaries featuring 259 people from January 2010 to
December 2014, i.e. a period of five years. The whole data is analyzed quantitatively.

The subset of ten obituaries will be analyzed both qualitatively by performing a
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linguistic analysis, and quantitatively by scrutinizing the distributions of different
types of verbs, adjectives, nominal expressions as well as semantic roles.

There are no ethical issues concerning the methods and materials, since the data is

public and available for use by any scholar who has been granted access to the
database.

The results show that there is ‘othering’; the depiction is differential in quantity and

quality; the prominent and highly respected people receive active semantic roles
(Agent) as in example (1):
(1)

[…] he would make the universe by hand. (Obituary of George Daniels;
8761/2011)

They are described with deferential verbs, adjectives and nouns whereas those
considered as ‘others’ receive more passive semantic roles (e.g. Experiencer) even if

the person’s achievements are being dealt with in the obituary in question as in
example (2):
(2)

She enjoyed being a princess […] (Obituary of Whitney Houston;
8772/2012)

Furthermore, ‘others’ are depicted with words deemed less laudatory in the context.

The relevance of this study for the academic community is in that it participates in
the discussion within CDA and raises awareness of linguistic practices of the British

media at present. It shows one aspect of where we stand today in terms of democratic
values, via the usage of various linguistic and other strategies in representing people.

The study is a part of a social struggle fighting violence and discrimination. Ideally

there should be no ‘us’ and ‘them’, since ultimately we are all the same: human
beings.

The relevance for the general public is in the study showing new ways to look at
texts produced by the media as well as the ways the media functions and influences

the (inter)national reading public. It is important to be critical as regards what we
read in the papers. Consequently, this study aims at raising critical consciousness

among the readers towards the representatives of the media such as The Economist;
what is the level of objectiveness as far as people representations are concerned?
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The structure of the present study is the following: Chapter 2 deals with the

theoretical background, i.e. the critical discourse analysis as well as theories related
to discourse and ideology and discourse and identity as well as issues regarding
violence and social control. In chapter 3 the data will be presented and the method,
i.e. the systemic functional grammar (SFG) will be discussed. The following chapter
4 focuses on the ways the data, i.e., the obituaries of The Economist, have been

analyzed. In chapter 5 (Discussion) there shall be a reflection on the ways the data
analysis relates to the research questions. Whether these results coincide with the

views presented in the chapter on theoretical questions is another aim of the
Discussion chapter. Finally, in chapter 6 (Conclusion) the “So what?” of the study
shall be answered; what is the significance of the results of this analysis and what
could be the lines of further inquiry on the subject.

2

Theoretical framework

In this chapter the theoretical background relevant for the ideological and linguistic
analysis of the obituaries shall be presented. The discussion contains such concepts
as critical discourse analysis (CDA), discourse and identity and discourse and

ideology. Since obituaries focus on the deceased person, they portray the person

always from a certain perspective that agrees with the publication standards of the

media in question. This perspective is always ideological in the sense that it presents
some of the ideas and values shared by the author of the obituary and the magazine

in general. At the same time, the deceased is represented as having a certain type of
identity, normative or otherwise (Fowler 1991; Fairclough 2010).

It is important to study texts within the framework of CDA in order to discover
possible differential representations of people. As far as this study is concerned, if

there is subtle or overt ‘othering’ in the obituaries of The Economist, theories

pertaining to identity and ideology help to uncover linguistic structures indicating

this discriminatory practice. When ‘exposed’, the practices and structures
perpetuating social inequalities stand a better chance to get changed.
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2.1 Critical discourse analysis
According to Fairclough (2010: 255), what critical discourse analysis strives for is to
present a theoretical scheme for connecting aspects of discursive interactions and
texts with their social and cultural contextual properties. Moreover, this is done in a

structured fashion. Fairclough (2010: 75) adds that texts participate in events in three

major ways: by “acting, representing and identifying”. They form a part of the action
(to talk or to write are processes of action, frequently in synchrony with action that is

non-semiotic); they concurrently represent features of the world and identify social
actors as well as play a part in constituting social as well as personal identities.

In the data of the present study, these three ways can be identified in the obituaries as

texts: they are verbal actions performed by the author(s) of The Economist.
Moreover, they represent a certain world order via the representations of the
deceased. They categorize or identify the deceased according to the author(s)’ notion
of appropriate social and personal identities.

Critical discourse analysis focuses on two kinds of problems. Firstly, it concentrates

on those problems that are needs-based, namely on practices of discourse that form a
hindrance in meeting peoples’ requirements (e.g. not involving the patient’s
knowledge regarding their own health in doctor-patient communication). Secondly,

critical discourse analysis concentrates on problems with representing people, e.g.,

depicting social groups like women or cultural minorities in ways that have harmful

effects on them as far as their social life is concerned. (Fairclough 2010: 555). The
latter problem is what this study will be concentrating on. As far as the obituaries are

concerned, the deceased no longer have a chance to have a say as to how they are
represented. Nevertheless, persons’ representations affect the (inter)national
readership of the paper. As stated by van Dijk (1996: 85)

[…] through special access to, and control over the means of public discourse and
communication, dominant groups or institutions may influence the structures of text
and talk in such a way that, as a result, the knowledge, attitudes, norms, values and
ideologies of recipients are – more or less indirectly – affected in the interest of the
dominant group.

As a recognized linguistic research discipline, CDA originated partly from the
‘critical linguistics’ (CL) that emerged during the 1970s in Britain (see e.g. Fowler,
Hodge, Kress and Trew 1979, as cited in Fairclough, Mulderrig and Wodak 2011:
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361). There was a close connection of CL with the ‘systemic’ linguistic theory
(Halliday 1978, as cited in Fairclough et al. 2011: 361), which shows grounds for the
way it lays stress on practical methods in the analysis of texts as well as for the

thought it allows for the function of grammar in its perusal of ideology. Principally
CL focused on the ideological force of specific grammatical structures like passives
and nominalizations. It has later been discovered that such linguistic forms are a

useful starting point when one performs a critical semiotic scrutiny of social
unfairness or discrimination. Fairclough et al. (2011: 361-2) emphasize, however,

that it is not possible to infer from such structures any ideological contents; even if
they help in describing the target of the study, the social context must absolutely be
taken into consideration when making any critical evaluation.

Moreover, CDA can be understood as an interdisciplinary research field that
orientates towards various problems and absorbs different methods that all have

distinct conceptual frameworks, methods of conducting research as well as a research
scheme. They all have a common concern for the semiotic aspects of power,

discrimination, exploitation as well as societal changes as regards politics, economics
or culture. (Fairclough et al. 2011: 357).

At present the procedures and methods that can predominantly be characterized as

cultural produce and reproduce the social order. Part of the situation is that the role
of language has increased in the practice of power: people mostly reach an

agreement, convey ideologies and teach as well as learn various conventions,
definitions, principles and identities via language. This is evident based on the fact
that it is normally recognized that the mass media has the role of possibly the most
significant separate social establishment as a performer of these actions in modern

societies. (Fairclough 2010: 531). The Economist can be classified as such an
establishment that produces and reproduces the social order.

Moreover, daily lives are becoming more extensively communicated via texts.

Consequently, representations that are fabricated somewhere else are progressively
influencing people’s lives. Representations of that sort are descriptions of their

society, the undertakings they participate in, their interrelationships, as well as,
surprisingly, their identities and what their identities should be. The power struggle

of representation gains more and more in importance – who has created these
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representations, who benefits and how from them, what kinds of social relations do
they place various people into, what consequences do they have from the ideological

point of view and what other possible representations exist. (Fairclough 2010: 549550).

Furthermore, there is a dialogue in the broadcast media that is biased to a great extent

as regards its public domain permits, viz. who can access it, what is allowed to be
added to its schemes, who has the control of its stream and the way it is intended to

gain a maximal audience and divert people. The quest of reforming the public
domain is crucial for defending and improving democracy. (Fairclough 2010: 553).

For feminist critical discourse analysts it is very important to perform analyses of
texts that keep the patriarchy in existence. By patriarchy is meant power associations
that give the male social group privileges in a systematic way whilst being unfair to

the female social category by exclusionary and oppressive processes. Feminist

critical discourse analysts aim, among other things, to demonstrate that generally
social practices are not nearly neutral but are actually ‘gendered’ in ways described
above. (Lazar 2005: 5).

The crucial target of feminist critical discourse analysts is to make drastic changes in

the social system. These changes have their basis on social fairness that enables both
women and men to tap on limitless opportunities as humans. By performing a critical

discourse analysis on the existent restricting constructions we start moving to the
direction of social justice. (Lazar 2005: 15-6).

With the help of discourse analysis we can bring to light both covert and overt

processes with which sexism, racism, class status as well as other kinds of

discriminatory practices are concurrently promoted in our daily lives. What is

assumed in this discussion is the fact that if we know how the dominant groups hold
back and confine the inputs into the society by those in the dominated groups, we can
then take a step to a variety of more equal chances for everybody to select from.
(Lazar and Kramarae 2011: 233).
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2.2 Obituaries as ideological texts
Obituaries encompass public expressions of views about what is deemed of
importance by the society as regards people’s lives. Within the structure of obituaries
as texts it is possible to socially construct aspects of life considered significant,

noteworthy and extraordinary as far as people, the pursuits of theirs as well as the
ways they are connected to other people are concerned. Moreover, obituaries make

clear the family order as well as gender roles of our culture. (Moses 1994: 542).

Obituaries can be regarded as ideological texts as they, like any other texts, have
been written from a certain ideological point of view. Therefore it is important to
define ideology.

The notion of ideology can be described as a network of ideas, values as well as

opinions aimed at describing a particular political system, justifying prevailing

pecking orders and relationships of power, as well as perpetuating group identities.
Ideology gives an explanation for the existence of the horizontal constitution or the
distribution of labor of a society and its vertical constitution or the way leaders and

subjects are separated, generating ideas that justify the separation, rationalizing
especially the dominance of one group over another, and why one individual is in a
position of giving orders while another person is in one of taking them. (Fairclough
2010: 257).

To look at the mainstream understanding of gender from the feminist point of view is
to acknowledge that it is an ideological construct which categorizes people into two

classes, men and women. These classes are based on a hierarchical relationship of
power and inferiority, respectively. Sexual difference as its basis, the gender system

thrusts a social division of labor and human characteristics for women and men.

What this dichotomy contains differs in relation to time and place. (Lazar 2005: 7).
Furthermore, according to Edwards (1990: 16), the male is seen as subject and agent,

whereas the female is perceived as object or other. This ideological construct is
emphasized in the obituaries of The Economist.

A principal prevailing discourse related to ideological presuppositions as regards

gender is the one of “gender difference” (Mullany 2006: 161, emphasis original).
Sunderland (2004, as cited in Mullany 2006: 161) states as follows:
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This discourse can be seen to overarch most other discourses about gender that are
circulating at a global level in society. Within the discourse of gender difference,
women and men are seen as inherently different, usually attributed to biological
differences between them, thus naturalizing persistent notions of difference, resulting
in the legitimization of discrimination.

Edwards (1987: 22-3, emphasis added) discusses different manifestations of ideology
in the constructing of gender and sexuality:

Many, including Marxist-feminists, emphasise the contribution of ideology in
particular to the social construction of gender and sexuality (Barrett, 1980;
Chodorow, 1978; Rich, 1980; Women’s Studies Group, Birmingham, 1978). Such
writers identify various ideological forms, specifically romantic love, monogamy,
motherhood and the cultural identification of femininity with the emotional, ‘private’
sphere and masculinity with achievement and the ‘public’ sphere, thus reinforcing
men’s economic and political power position and female dependency.

These aspects can be found in the data of this study as well.

In sum, Mullany’s (2006: 168) results coincide with those of McConnell-Ginet
(2000: 269, as cited in Mullany 2006: 168):

The disturbing documented sex differences in workplace achievement still found are
differences in how people are judged and evaluated … both women and men expect
different things of women and men, and these expectations lead them to respond to
and evaluate women and men quite differently, often in professional contexts
undervaluing women’s talents and work and over-valuing men’s.

Moreover, several studies show that even if there appears to have been emancipation,

sexism still makes strides covertly by means of basic, accepted suppositions of
androcentricity. It is not enough to have achieved equality in humanistic terms.
Rather, the gender system perpetuated in organizations and in the established sets of

attitudes held by people needs to be changed in a thoroughgoing way. (Lazar 2005:
20).

In his book dealing with language in the news, Fowler (1991) studies the way
linguistic constructions function in the formation of ideas in the press. He states that
language is not objective but a very productive intermediary. Moreover, what we

read in the papers does not tell us that those events are important per se, but discloses
the functioning of elaborate and unnatural rules of selecting publishable news items.

(Fowler 1991: 1-2). Consequently, in the obituaries there only appear those
individuals whose story is publishable enough, i.e., the famous, wealthy elite with
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background of nobility, aristocracy, economic or political power or the entertainment
industry.

News is a representation of the world by the means of language. Moreover, language,

being a form of semiosis, thrusts a construct of principles that are originally social
and economic on no matter what is depicted. Therefore, news along with other forms
of discourse unavoidably contributes to constructing a model of perceiving the

subject talked about. News can be characterized as a representation as meaning a
construct, instead of its being an objective display of ‘truths’. Moreover, every single
linguistic structure serves a purpose. One can express the same thing in several

different ways. They are no options of unplanned and casual nature. Varying
wordings indicate varying ideological meanings, and in consequence, contrasting
representations. (Fowler 1991: 4).

Moreover, news is not simply that which comes about. Instead, it is something that is
assessed by the news media noteworthy enough to be published, measured by the
standards of the editing process. These principles function in a “gate-keeping” role
since they remove unwanted material and limit news information. An event is always

all the more expected to be written about, the more it complies with the standards for

newsworthiness. (Fowler 1991: 13). This applies to The Economist as a
representative of the British media.

The purpose of conducting an ideological discourse analysis is in linking discursive
structures with ideological ones, and not just in ‘unearthing’ hidden ideologies. There

is no need to be an analyst of discourse in order to draw the conclusion that some text

is ‘conservative’, ‘sexist’ or ‘environmentalist’. We can draw such conclusions fairly
dependably based on what we know about language, discourse, society and
ideologies. However, if we conduct a comprehensive analysis of discourse, those

conclusions will need to be explained. Furthermore, it needs to be spelled out which

choices of words or discursive meanings cause what kinds of deductions. At least a
small number of these discursive structures are uncomplicated. We make our social

evaluations based on ideologies, and ideologically dominated statements are
frequently opinions. That being the case, verbalizations of such views, for example,
concerning ‘Others’, will regularly show how they connect with what aspects of
ideology. (van Dijk 1995, as cited in Ventola and Solin 1995: 143-4).
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Moreover, there is more to ideology than its depicting of social actuality. It can also

fruitfully be thought of as an approach which mentions certain depictions of the real
world and certain creations of identity at once. (Fairclough et al. 2011: 372). There is
no discourse production in the absence of context. Furthermore, one cannot

understand discourse if one does not take the context into account. (van Dijk 2008, as

cited in Fairclough et al. 2011: 372). Invariably, there is a connection between
discourses and the ones that were created before them. Discourses are always in
connection with those that are created at the same time as well as later than them. In

this way, the notion of context can consist of intertextuality together with knowledge

related to sociocultural issues. (Fairclough et al. 2011: 372). The relevance of this as
regards the present study lies in the fact that obituaries of The Economist are news

products of the British media which in turn is a sociocultural part of the British
society. All these aspects influence each other within the context of the British
societal system.

There is a disparity in representation in the news. Those that already are in a socially

advantaged position are always summoned to express the opinions of the authorized,
influential and wealthy people to sustain the status quo. Conversely, the views of the
socially disadvantaged are underrepresented. (Fowler 1991: 22). In consequence,

certain dominant establishments that are regularly able to express their opinions in
the newspapers supply them with such information that already contains the vantage

points of the high-powered elite. At the same time other parts of the public as well as

other institutions are being neglected. The language of the powerful is partly
appropriated by the newspapers and in using it they reconstruct the views of the
dominant groups. (Fowler 1991: 23-4).

Related to these issues of polarization between groups is the ‘ideological square’. It
is an overall plan for communicating attitudes and ideologies that are shared and

based on groups, via mental stereotypes. This set of tactics of polarization –

describing in-group members in a positive manner and depicting those of the out-

group in a negative way consequently has the following conceptual assessment
construction which may be called the ‘ideological square’:
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Emphasize our good properties / actions
Emphasize their bad properties / actions
Mitigate our bad properties / actions
Mitigate their good properties / actions.

These practical steps in the general scheme of ideological selfishness, which
manifest themselves in most social disputes and deeds, for example in discourse that
can be regarded as racist, sexist etc., may be communicated by choosing words with

positive or negative connotations. Moreover, these moves may be conveyed in the
construction of whole statements as well as in their categories. Here Our may be a

reference to the in-group or its friends as well as allies. The word Their may refer to
the out-group or its companions and supporters. (van Dijk 2001: 31-3).

As far as propositions are concerned, van Dijk (1998: 35) states the following:
Moving now to the proper discursive level of sequences of propositions, we find that
events may be described at various levels of generality or specificity, and with many
or few propositions at each level (van Dijk, 1977). If we apply the ideological square
to this phenomenon, we may expect that Our good actions and Their bad ones will in
general tend to be described at a lower, more specific level, with many (detailed)
propositions. The opposite will be true for Our bad actions and Their good ones,
which, if described at all, will both be described in rather general, abstract and hence
‘distanced’ terms, without giving much detail.

And about selecting events and information about Us and Them, van Dijk (1998: 41)
states as follows:

Thus, despite personal and contextual variation, opinions about events may be
expected to express underlying ideological frameworks that also monitor social
practices, and hence discourse, in strategic, self-interested ways. Especially in
institutional and public discourse, it will generally be in the interest of a group if
information is selected from a model and emphasized in discourse that is positive
about the group of the speaker, and negative about opponents or Others. The
converse is equally true: it will not be in our best interest to select and emphasize
information that is negative for/about Us, or positive for/about the Others. This is
precisely what the ideological square, discussed above, suggests as an overall
strategy in mapping models on the text and talk.

In the same vein, the ideological semantics may not only appear in various lexical

choices, such as adjectives or nouns used to depict ingroups and outgroups. It may
also show in the complicated constructs that link these groups with certain “actions,
objects, places, or events”. Generally African Americans and especially young black

men may thus be ‘linked’ with “the inner city, with drugs, riots or welfare”. (van
Dijk 1995, as cited in Ventola and Solin 1995: 143-4).
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The way various lexical items (viz. nouns, adjectives and verbs) and manifestations
of transitivity and modality relate to the ‘ideological square’ shall be scrutinized in
the present study.

2.3 Language and identity
The concept of identity can be defined as complex and problematical due to its being
now understood as something that is not permanent and that is not hard and fast.

Moreover, it is recognized as being constantly “(co-)constructed” by persons of

themselves or as being imposed on them by other people. It can also be shaped by
individuals that have particular central values in common with each other or discern

that a different group has that kind of principles. The means of people in positioning
or composing of themselves are a focus of the sociolinguistics of identity. It also
concentrates on the way others position or construct them. These phenomena are

analyzed within sociocultural circumstances via language in connection to all of
those varying markers of identity that relate to all societies in their members’ speech.
(Omoniyi and White 2006: 1).

2.3.1 ‘Othering’ as a form of social control and violence
It is not universally acknowledged that there can be violence and intimidation
embedded even in institutions, as defined as follows by Pinthus (1982: 2 (emphasis
added), as cited in Ramazanoglu 1987: 64):

Violence should be understood as any action or structure that diminishes another
human being; and in accepting this definition we must see that the basic structures of
our society are often violent in concept. We must recognize the violence built into
many of our institutions such as our schools and places of work in that they are
competitive, hierarchical, non-democratic and at times unjust.

It follows from this definition that it is possible that there is such violence via the

phenomenon of ‘othering’ in the news products such as the obituaries of The

Economist. Moreover, if we define violence in terms of anything that devalues
another human being, then e.g. demeaning jokes or belittling ways of naming another
person are harmful and violent actions.

Women in the same way as other deprecated and minority groups, are extremely at

risk of such actions by members of powerful groups as “stereotyping, objectification,
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exploitation and scapegoating”. Moreover, similarities can be found between the

sexual ill-treatment of women in the circumstances of marriage and sexual
harassment in the work setting. Men’s superior power standing in both circumstances
enables them to view women as objects, especially as sex objects, instead of as

individuals. (Tong 1984, Hirsch 1981, as cited in Edwards 1987: 24). This is
‘othering’ based on gender, and it is one of the foci in this inquiry of the obituaries.

Those women (lesbians and prostitutes in particular), who do not want to be led and
controlled by certain individual men, can be under any man’s control. Often the legal

system deprives these women of the sort of safe keeping from violence that it affords
to ordinary women who remain in the sphere of individual male control. Therefore it

grows evident that men use violence to dominate women. They do this for their own
benefit but for the sake of men as a sex category as well in order to reproduce the

institutions of heterosexuality as well as male dominance. (Radford 1987: 43).
Gender-based ‘othering’ in the press is diminishing women from individuals to
objects. This can thus be understood as violence exercised to dominate women, and

as Fairclough (2010: 489) states, it is likely that constructing the opponent as
someone lacking positive human qualities and as ridiculous affects the way people
behave towards the opponent.

As for ‘othering’ based on skin color, Jiwani and Richardson borrow an abstraction
from Liz Kelly’s (1987) work relating to sexual violence and argue that racist talk, as
well as thought, extend over a ‘continuum of discursive violence’. The covert racism

is on one end of the continuum, whereas the discourse of overt racism is on the

opposite end. Further, racist discourse in day-to-day discussions as well as in texts in
the mass media is reconstructing prevailing interpretations as regards minorities.
Moreover, it is sustaining biased power relations. (Jiwani and Richardson 2011:
241).

The usage of the notion of a continuum stresses the reality that all women face sexual
violence some time in their lives. With the continuum it is possible to connect the
ordinary, daily ill-treatment of women with the less typical events classified as illegal

acts. Via this link women can interpret their own specific encounters as being
instances of sexual violence. Consequently, there is no straightforward difference
between ‘victims’ and other women when sexual violence is thought of this way.
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(Kelly 1987: 59). Practices of ‘othering’ in the press can be seen as such ordinary
acts of sexual violence that needs to be fought within the framework of critical
discourse analysis, as in the present study.

Moreover, assuming that “the personal is political” there are certain widespread

organizational techniques that reconstruct a patriarchal hierarchy in the academic

domain. These techniques frame women as real or possible menace to this system

and they serve to treat academic women as of lesser importance. These particular
subordination techniques aimed at women need to be comprehended as

manifestations of violence. They are the “insults, leers, sneers, jokes, patronage,

bullying, vocal violence and sexual harassment”. (Ramazanoglu 1987: 61-2). These
techniques are widespread not just in the academic world but also in other spheres of
influence such as the media.

The use of “sarcasm, raised voices, jokes, veiled insults or the patronizing put-down”
can be regarded as a violent academic set of circumstances. Especially “verbal and

vocal violence and sexual harassment” are generally in use in the academic world to

practice social control. (Ramazanoglu 1987: 64). Furthermore, the patriarchal system
has to be maintained. This is accomplished by using punishments, the most powerful

of which is considering the intelligent woman as deviant. Normally woman is

inactive as well as womanly, i.e., respectful towards men and successfully dominated
by this system of respect. (Ramazanoglu 1987: 68).

Regarding ‘othering’ based on sexual orientation, Gouveia (2005: 245) has

discovered in his study dealing with representing gays in the newspapers that a
newspaper supports the social understanding that gay males are unmanly creatures.
Furthermore, the newspaper under scrutiny opted for choosing the stereotype and

expanded it by sustaining this social construct in its representation of gays being
involved in the fields of arts and fashion, suitable for these effeminate males.
(Gouveia 2005: 246).

As for identity construction in general, both reciprocal influence that is present

everywhere, and language are fundamental factors in performing and negotiating
identity. Individuals can admittedly express their identities by means of numerous

symbols like clothes, behavior, or by using particular items. However, the most
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significant particular symbol structure for conveying as well as working out identities
is language. (De Fina 2011: 267). Moreover, there are many means of expressing and

constructing identities. They are termed “indexicality, local occasioning, positioning
and dialogism, and categorization”. (De Fina 2011: 264). This thesis focuses on the
last one, categorization.
2.3.2 Categorization
Identity categories that are used in discourse are a reflection of the kinds of identities

that are obtainable in a given set of circumstances. Moreover, they reflect the variety
of identities that are normally applied in a specific society as well as historic point in

time. Ethnic categorization into e.g. whites and people of color in the United States
for instance is a powerful tool for distinguishing people from each other. There are
different versions of these categories that constantly come across in discourse. The

scrutiny of categorization enables researchers to make use of the general designations
that are used to identify people, the basis on which they are considered as members

of those categories. The study of categorization also focuses on the qualities, the
activities as well as circumstances that are normally thought of in connection with

them. This is why this research domain has come to be one of the most important
spheres of identity research. (De Fina 2011: 274).

In order to grasp the ways the local identities conveyed in interaction both reflect

and construct wide social processes, which include descriptions, opinions and
ideologies, as well as social relationships between individual persons and groups of

people. The way categorization cannot merely be understood is as an emerging
discursive activity, most importantly, since it is grounded in what interactants have in

common. Those cognitive items that they share are e.g. understanding, opinions,
ideologies, preconceptions and roles. One cannot simply perform a thorough analysis

of interaction and expect to catch all this understanding and all the actions that
enclose and put people’s identity claims within a frame of reference. Instead, one
must take into consideration the tremendous complicatedness of placing the
discourse in its social and historical context. Furthermore, social identity categories

are doubtlessly connected to frequently stereotypical circumstances, roles, attributes
and ideologies. Furthermore, there is no doubt that these connections come to be a
part of the common knowledge and representations of groups of people which
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successively influence the more general ideologies and opinions. (De Fina 2011:
275).

The link between discourse and society is not merely of reflective nature. Instead, it

is probable that discursive prejudice helps sustain thought processes that advance

unfairness in real life. This is achieved by repeatedly expressing a connection
between a certain kind of a term and a reference category. Consequently, these

socially formulated categories are made by discourse to appear normal and
commonsensical. (Fowler 1991: 105).

Fowler (1991: 102, emphasis original) adds that there is a very large quantity of
family-related categories as regards women:

Their public identity is felt to depend on their marital and kin relationships. Men, in
serious stories, are not usually presented in such insistently domestic terms, but often
have their professions or jobs mentioned – identity outside the home and family.
When women are represented from an explicitly sexual angle, there is available an
immense proliferation of expressions for designating them and their attributes: this is
overlexicalization […].

Moreover, there is superficial presentation of the women being commented on. They
are also represented in connection with sexual clichés, and “the overlexicalization
models a physical and sexual surplus, an exaggeration of the body and its

expressiveness which is a central feature of the discursive representation of the
female paradigm”. (Fowler 1991: 103).

Categorization forms a discursive foundation for discriminatory actions (Fowler
1991: 93-4, emphasis original):

Discrimination is a practice which affects individual subjects, providing unequal
chances of jobs, higher education, money, attention by the police and punishment by
the courts, bestowing esteem unequally. But although it is the individual person who
is at the sharp end of discriminatory practices, ‘justification’ for such practices,
where offered, is given not in terms of the individual, but in terms of some assumed
group to which the person allegedly belongs; and a stereotype which the culture has
conventionally assigned to the ‘group’ is applied prejudicially to the individual. The
stereotype might be expressed as a set of ‘common-sense’ propositions which the
culture possesses but rarely expresses: + ‘We can’t appoint Mrs X to this position
because Mrs X, although qualified, is a young married woman and we all know that
they leave to have children after a year or two when the furniture is paid for.’ Mrs X
is discriminated against, the job unfairly withheld because she is perceived not as her
own person with her own experience and qualifications, but as the carrier of
attributes which the employer has stereotypically assigned to the ‘group’ to which
she supposedly belongs.
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Using lexical items to categorize people is an essential element in recreating
ideology in the press. Specifically, it is the foundation of discrimination as far as socalled ‘groups’ of people such as women or ‘ethnic minorities’ are concerned.
(Fowler 1991: 84).

Discourse, such as in The Economist, has enormous power in advancing as well as
sustaining unfair treatment of ‘members’ of ‘groups’. For example, ‘lady doctor’

makes clear by the clumsiness of the expression “society’s prejudicial sense of the
irregularity of the idea of a woman practicing a profession”. (Fowler 1991: 94-5).

2.4 Earlier research on ‘othering’
‘Othering’ of women by gender categorization is present in the study of Rae A.
Moses (1994). In her study she scrutinized the obituaries of the New York Times with
the aim of showing the ways in which the lives of women and men (two gender

categories) are depicted by linguistic means. She discovered differences in the
representations and assessments of women and men and drew a conclusion based on

her data that the lives of women and men continue to be evaluated by different

standards as the society places more value on the public side of our lives than on the
private one. As to how Moses conducted her linguistic analysis, I will return in
section 4 due to our similar study objectives, i.e. in focusing on social wrongs.

Remlinger (2005: 120) has studied “gendered descriptions in students’ language” and

found out along with other scholars (Holland and Skinner 1987; Holland and
Eisenhart 1990 and Sutton 1995; as cited in Remlinger 2005: 120) that as far as the

representations of women are concerned there is a tendency to depict them in
connection with their sexual desirability and looks, whereas men are usually depicted
in terms of their conduct, thoughts and stance.

Coates (2013) has studied the way discourse, in this case everyday talk contributes to

placing the interlocutors within the heterosexual framework. In order to continue to
dominate, this cultural structure called heterosexuality needs rigidly imposed norms.
Language not only manifests the heteronormative system but also participates in its
reconstruction. Within the heteronormative structure practices of ‘othering’ are
targeted to e.g. women and gay men, groups of people outside these rigid norms.
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Moreover, when together, male speakers tend to turn to heterosexual discourses

united with the prevailing ideas as to ways to be a man. They are occasionally
boyish, at times superhuman. They praise accomplishments and take mostly notice of

men’s extrinsic rather than intrinsic life. In an all-male discussion women are usually
non-existent. When women are there, they are often talked about in a sexist manner.

As speakers, men frequently make use of male chauvinist discourse that diminishes
women to parts of the body. (Coates 2013: 547).

In her study of women managers, Mullany (2006: 161) has scrutinized the ways
“gender identities and professional managerial identities are enacted through

available gendered discourses in narratives of personal experience”. She states that

one of her research subjects, Carrie, was faced with the fact that her gendered

identity ascribed by others on her held back and adversely affected her professional
identity. This was due to her no longer being sexually appealing, i.e., youthful and

slender. As a result, she was no longer taken seriously as a woman manager.
(Mullany 2006: 163-4).

Hatoss (2012) has conducted a study related to identity construction and exposures to
‘othering’ based on black skin color. The focus of her study was on some Sudanese
people who were living in Australia and had arrived in the country as refugees.

Hatoss found that her interviewees, though proud of their ethnic background, viewed
themselves as Australians. However, according to their statements, they were

ascribed an identity of an outsider and this had adverse emotional effects on them.

Being constantly faced with the question “Where are you from?” is being constantly
subjected to this covert racist performance. Since they cannot hide their skin color it
is difficult for them to avoid the refugee identity.

Milani (2010) has scrutinized media discourse in Sweden in terms of what it means

to be ‘ethnic Other’ (Stroud 2004: 197, as cited in Milani 2010: 117) speaking

‘deviant’ Swedish in a society of the Swedish people speaking ‘standard Swedish’.
He discusses the ways various names contribute to the ways people are distributed
into Us and Them, the latter group being the target of practices of ‘othering’.
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2.5 Systemic functional grammar
The systemic functional grammar (SFG) is defined by Halliday (1994: xiv, xxvi, as
cited in Gouveia 2005: 231) as

a theory of meaning as choice, by which a language, or any other semiotic system, is
interpreted as networks of interlocking options…as a resource for making meaning.
Each system in the network represents a choice; not a conscious decision made in
real time but a set of possible alternatives.

According to Fowler (1991: 68), the functional model invented by M.A.K. Halliday
and his associates is the best paradigm for studying the ways linguistic structures and
social values are connected. Furthermore, Kress (1976: xix) states as follows:

The characterization of [Halliday’s] theory as it exists from about 1966 onwards, it
might be as follows. The structure in which language operates is socio-cultural.
From the structural place in which it operates […] it derives its largest functions
which are: 1 the function to establish, maintain, and specify relations between
members of societies 2 the function to transmit information between members of
societies and 3 the function to provide texture, the organization of discourse as
relevant to the situation. The first function Halliday calls the interpersonal function,
the second the ideational, and the third the textual. […] From these functions derive
the semantic systems of the language. Thus, in English, the major systems of the
clause are mood (deriving from the interpersonal function), transitivity (deriving
from the ideational function) and theme (deriving from the textual function).
Similarly, the nominal group, verbal group and other constituent types have systems
deriving from all three functions. Choice within a system is meaning, […] so these
systems represent the meaning potential of language.

For critical linguistics the ideational and interpersonal functions are very useful due
to the fact that critical linguistics takes particular interest in the structure of

experience and in the communication of social connections as well as values (Fowler
1991: 70).

Regarding transitivity, Fowler (1991: 71) states that
a central insight of Halliday’s […] is that transitivity is the foundation of
representation: it is the way the clause is used to analyse events and situations as
being of certain types. And transitivity has the facility to analyse the same event in
different ways, a facility which is of course of great interest in newspaper analysis.
[…] Since transitivity makes options available, we are always suppressing some
possibilities, so the choice we make – better, the choice made by the discourse –
indicates our point of view, is ideologically significant.

As regards the present study, the most relevant semantic roles pertaining to the
clause and its transitivity construction can be defined as follows: Agent is “the doer

of action”. Affected participants in turn are “those people and objects that have
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things done to them, or happen to them”. The beneficiary role pertains to positive
outcomes and experiencer to states. (Fowler 1991: 75-6).

Furthermore, the semantic definition of participant roles e.g. Agent and Affected

derives from the significances of sentences and not from the syntactic position in
sentences. There is evidently some structural association between the semantic roles
and the syntactic positions. However, it is clearly a connection of a complex nature.
(Hurford and Heasley 1983: 224).

SFG can be applied in many ways and for multiple functions. For the purposes of

conducting a critical discourse analysis with it, there is a need for SFG “to include
considerable social contextual information to facilitate informed text deconstruction”
(Martin, Matthiessen and Painter 1997: 2, as cited in Gouveia 2005: 231-2).

In this study the contextual information on obituaries, the media of Britain, The
Economist as a representative of the British media, Britain as a society and the EU of

which Britain (still) is a part of is provided in the studies referred to in the sections
pertaining to theory and analysis.

There is no doubt that SFG supplies researchers with the means that enable them to

comprehend the reasons why a text is written in a certain way. In that sense it is a
theory of grammatical description that is the most pertinent for usage in discourse

analysis that is oriented towards texts the way CDA is. Gender, power and
opportunity result from representations and social interpretations of individuals and

associations between persons that are linked with actions of cultural and historical
recreation in which tradition plays a part that is of central importance. (Gouveia
2005: 231-2). In the following sections these tools of SFG shall be applied to the
data.

3

Introducing the data and the method of analysis

3.1 The data
The data comprises 255 obituaries featuring 259 people published in The Economist

from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2014, i.e. a period of five years. Originally I
wanted to concentrate on the year 2014 only, but when I discovered there only were
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three women out of 27 persons (11%) I extended the search time-span until 2010,
and got the result of 49 women out of 259 people (about 19%). After reading all 255
obituaries, I had the overall impression that most of them (162/255, 64%) seemed to

be very respectful of the person depicted, whereas others (93/255, 36%) appeared
ambiguous or somehow negative. On this scale of respectfulness, five obituaries that
seem full of praises have been chosen. Another five from the opposite end of the

spectrum, i.e., obituaries that appear to be much less respectful have been selected as

well. The study focuses on what exactly makes the two subsets of five texts seem so
different from each other in the overall feel of people representation.

I’ve found this data in the ProQuest database accessible online. The database stores

The Economist news magazine as a whole except for images. Naturally, with images
it would have been possible to gain a fuller understanding of the data, but for
practical reasons the linguistic analysis is targeted at the actual text only. Fowler
(1991: 98-9) has provided a list of study questions that have their basis on SFG:

1) […] What kinds of participants occur in subject and object position?
Characteristically, people with authority are treated as subjects (semantically,
agents), while those with less power occur as objects (patients, beneficiaries) […]
2) Second, with what types of verb are the various categories of participant
associated? Here again, discourse distinguishes the powerful from the disfavoured.
[…] So the categorization of participants is reinforced by the verbs they attend.
Those who are disfavoured and discriminated against are likely to be associated with
pejorative or at least low-status verbs and adjectives […]

3) Third, what kinds of expressions (names, occupational labels, etc.) are used to
refer to the participants?

The following example is related to item #1 on the list above, i.e. transitivity that

analyzes the situation as being of the type in which Brian Cobby is perceived as the
doer of the action, i.e., recording:
(3)

He (Ag) recorded the speaking clock’s 86 separate words in a single take
of 50 minutes; though someone forgot to include “o’clock”, obliging him
(Af) to drive up again to London the next day. (Obituary of Brian Cobby;
8813/2012)

An example related to item #2 on the list, i.e. regarding the writer’s stance towards
the deceased that shows in the positive connotation of the verb in the context:
(4)

The job required consummate accuracy, and he had (+) it. (Obituary of
Brian Cobby; 8813/2012)
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An example related to item #3 on the list, i.e. regarding nominal expressions as
indicators of the author’s overtly positive attitude towards the deceased:
(5)

The real Indiana Jones; polymath; smart man (Obituary of Farish
Jenkins; 8811/2012)

3.2 Contextualizing the obituaries

In the following section the data are placed within their societal context that needs to
be taken into account when interpreting the results of this study.

A research and investigation can be classified as CDA if it contains all of the traits

listed as follows: Firstly, it does not merely analyze discourse or more specifically
texts, but has a function in some kind of structured transdisciplinary scrutiny of the
interconnectedness of discourse and other parts of the social system. Secondly, it

does not involve mere commenting on various aspects of discourse but it
incorporates some kind of structured perusal of texts. Thirdly, it does not merely
describe its object of analysis but gives directions as well. It deals with social

injustices and their discursive features and addresses potential courses of action in
putting them right or alleviating them. (Fairclough 2010: 10-11).

The obituaries of The Economist as a form of dis course exist within a societal

context that has misogynistic, homophobic and racist aspects as described in the

following studies. One of them is a study regarding discourse between grown-ups
and teenagers in the South-West of England. This study enables us to grasp a few of
the means of adolescents to become aware of gender as well as embodiment.

Lovering’s study shows that partly due to the normally recognized control of talk
regarding the body as well as sexuality between grown-ups and teenagers in British
culture, and the absence of fairness as regards handling sexuality in schools, there
was a development of contrasting ways of being aware of ‘growing up’.

Consequently, there was an adverse effect on the way boys and girls perceived each

other. Both girls and boys talked in such a manner that took for granted that the

female body was embarrassing as well as exceptional. By contrast, the male body
was normal and it was not the focus of observation, mockery or maltreatment to the
same degree as the female body. (Lovering 1995, as cited in Lazar and Kramarae
2011: 218). This can be noticed in the obituaries of The Economist.
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Moreover, according to Lazar and Kramarae (2011: 218), school boys repeatedly
construct their masculinity and heterosexuality via talk. Furthermore, Davies (2003,

as cited in Lazar and Kramarae (2011: 218), discovered that the girls encountered an
atmosphere of mockery and hostility in her study of “the talk in small group

discussions in English classes in England”. According to Lazar and Kramarae (2011:

219), masculinity, in these circumstances is uncertain and has to be won. Similar
atmosphere seems to prevail in The Economist based on data.

The boys were also teasing in a homophobic way and they had values that were
against school and women. Consequently, it was difficult for the boys to stay focused

on task, because they were frequently victimized by their own system that required
manifestations of what the boys regarded as “(heteronormative) masculinity”.
(Davies 2003, as cited in Lazar and Kramarae 2011: 219).

According to another study, Brazilian textbooks ascribe women an identity that is

related to “passivity, weakness and a lack of logical reasoning”. Men, on the other
hand, are represented as “active and intelligent”. (Lima 1997, as cited in Magalhães

2005: 186). Moreover, Magalhães (2005: 186) states that Lima’s findings show the
truth of earlier research conducted in the UK, as cited in Swann (1992). Swann gives

the following example: Hardy (1989, as cited in Swann 1992: 99) analyzed “a
primary science scheme” and observed that “there are more examples of men than

women; in addition, women are shown to be “incompetent or silly”. The social
context described by Swann is what The Economist is a part of.

In several Western countries equal rights as well as equality of treatment were linked
with laws related to equal opportunity. This was accomplished at the start of the

2000s (cf. Kargl et al. 1997, as cited in Wodak 2005: 95). Having said that,
patriarchal conventions still seriously constrain “attitudes, values, stereotypes and
role-images”, and there are examples of unfair treatment in professional as well as in
political life all around (cf. Gherardi 1995; Tannen 1995; de Francisco 1997; Kendall

and Tannen 1997; Kotthoff and Wodak 1997; Martin Rojo 2000, as cited in Wodak
2005: 95). The public life as well as the political world is under male control. (cf.

Mazey 2000: 334, as cited in Wodak 2005: 95). According to Wodak (2005: 95),
there have been efforts to bring in the notion of ‘gender’ into several spheres of
public affairs, together with the EU, yet people that are in positions of leadership and
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domination are up to this time white males, and this system continues doubtlessly to
be under the influence of conventional values.

As far as percentages of women in the European Parliament go, Wodak (2005: 98-9,
emphasis added) states that the UK is male oriented:

Although we would certainly need more data and more context information, these
results already point to the large gap between the north and south, and to the
different cultural traditions of Mediterranean countries and Scandinavian countries,
where gender roles are defined in significantly different ways. The southern
countries are still very male oriented (except for the famous role of the ‘mama’),
whereas Scandinavian countries have a long tradition of gender equality. Austria,
Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium are all situated in the middle range (around
30 per cent), whereas the UK and Ireland fall towards the bottom of the scale (17 per
cent and 20 per cent respectively).

This is the context in which The Economist operates and influences its readers, both
in the UK and in other countries around the globe.

3.3 The method of analysis
Based on the following facts, i.e. that the “structure in which language operates is
socio-cultural” and that “from the structural place in which it operates […] it derives

its largest functions” and “from these functions derive the semantic systems of the
language” and “[…] in English, the major systems of the clause are mood (deriving

from the interpersonal function)” and “transitivity (deriving from the ideational

function)” (Kress 1976: xix), the SFG can be seen as the foundation for the list by
Fowler (1991: 98-9). Consequently, this list is a useful tool of analysis for the present

study. Moreover, van Dijk’s ‘ideological square’ is related to positive and negative

connotations of words representing Us and Them, respectively. That is why verbs,

adjectives and nominal expressions mentioned on Fowler’s list are worth
scrutinizing.

Item #1 on the list by Fowler has to do with transitivity and items #2 and #3 with the
writer’s stance and the interpersonal function. Since Fowler (1991: 71) states that

“transitivity is the foundation of representation” and that “transitivity has the facility
to analyze the same event in different ways” and “since transitivity makes options
available, we are always suppressing some possibilities, so the choice we make –

better, the choice made by the discourse – indicates our point of view, is
ideologically significant”, transitivity is of interest in the scrutiny of the obituaries in
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this study. The way the deceased are perceived by the writer of The Economist is
visible in the verb choices and the associated semantic roles.

The analysis started by studying the general classifications based on gender and

ethnicity in the larger data, i.e., by counting how many instances of women and

people of color there were. Gender could be easily concluded from the name of the
deceased, but ethnicity had to be determined otherwise, since there were no images
in the data. Consequently, each person in the data (259 in total) was searched for on

the Internet to find out about their ethnic background. Then, in the smaller data of ten

obituaries, all of those sentences that focused directly on the deceased represented in
the obituary were searched for. There were obituaries that focused mostly on the
deceased in question, and it was easy to find sentences for the analysis. However, in

other obituaries it was more difficult to find enough sentences that were about the

person featuring the obituary, because e.g. a fictional character (in P.D. James’
obituary), lemurs (in Alison Jolly’s obituary) and a tortoise (in Nora Ephron’s
obituary) were talked about in great lengths and described in a detailed manner.

The analysis focused first and foremost on the individual represented in the

obituaries. However, since this study is about ‘othering’ and focuses on various

categories (gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation), instances of word choices
disclosing attitudes towards the alleged members of these categories were searched
for as well. One such instance is in example (6) representing women as a group:
(6)

Women, who mostly staffed telephone exchanges in the beginning, made
natural speaking clocks, efficient and friendly, perm and pearls and
feather-duster; but for that sense of Chronos or Saturn, or Father Time
himself, it had to be Mr. Cobby’s voice. (Obituary of Brian Cobby;
8813/2012)

Once such relevant sentences were found, the subject and object positions were then

analyzed. Table 1 shows that the men in the data were more often than women in the

subject position and the women were in the object position more often than men. The
analysis of the subject and object positions was the starting point of the analysis of

semantic roles since there is often a correlation between the subject position in the

clause and the semantic role of Agent. Moreover, there is frequently a correlation
between the object position and the semantic role of Affected or Experiencer.
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Furthermore, the nature of actions was analyzed by investigating the verb choices.

Actions deemed positive were such that were associated with achievements,

accomplishments, helping others and outright heroic deeds. Negative actions were

such that had to do with bad manners, using drugs (e.g. Whitney Houston) or acting
in an incompetent or silly manner in the context of science (e.g. Alison Jolly and Rita

Levi-Montalcini). The adjectives and nominal expressions related to the deceased
were then searched for and analyzed, looking for respectful and negative adjectives

and nominal expressions. Words deemed respectful were such adjectives and

nominal expressions that emphasized the good actions and properties of the
deceased, and words deemed negative were such that pertained to the bad actions and

qualities of the deceased, or acquired negative connotations in the context as in
ascribing the identity of a silly or incompetent person to an able scientist (e.g. Rita
Levi-Montalcini) by choosing belittling verbs, adjectives or nouns.

Initially there were problems in classifying the various semantic roles, but
considering the context from which the word meanings derived helped determine the

most appropriate role for each case. Like in the following example (7), the sentence
structure alludes to a static description of the person’s character and the semantic role

of Experiencer. However, in the context of an obituary representing a journalist and

the deputy editor of The Economist, Norman Macrae, the semantic interpretation of
the sentence is one of action, i.e., pertaining to the participant role of Agent.
(7)

He (Ag) could be a brutal editor and a savage critic of flabby ideas.
(Obituary of Norman Macrae; 8687/2010)

As regards the pejorative verbs mentioned by Fowler (item #2), these were analyzed
and classified as having negative connotations in the context of the usage of the verb.

In the same vein, verbs that seem approbatory in the context were classified as
having positive connotations. Moreover, those verbs that seemed impartial were
classified as neutral in the analysis.

As stated by Fowler (1991) above, the categorization of people by lexical choices is
an important tool in recreating ideology. Consequently, words pertaining to the

‘others’, i.e., the categories of women and people of color vs. those associated with
the ‘norm’ shall be scrutinized in this study.
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This study is both quantitative and qualitative. It is empirical as well, since the
grounds for the claims made will be based on empirical evidence from the obituaries
of The Economist. Hallidayan systemic functional grammar within the framework of
critical discourse analysis is a practical and useful method in discovering overt and

covert occurrences of ‘othering’ in the data. However, doing such qualitative analysis
is very time-consuming as well as outright difficult at times since it demands deep

understanding of the context, intertextual and otherwise, of which the text being
analyzed is a part of.

4

Obituaries of The Economist

This study contains the aforementioned traits of a critical discourse analytic research.

Firstly, the focus is on analyzing the obituaries as a form of discourse from the
scientific points of view of sociology, sociolinguistics and general linguistics.
Moreover, it involves studying The Economist as a representative of the media which

in turn is a part of the social system of Britain. Also, Britain as a society and a

European country is scrutinized as a part of the European Union, a larger social
system and context. Secondly, a linguistic analysis based on SFG is performed,

systematically scrutinizing aspects of transitivity (semantic roles) as well as nominal
expressions and adjectives. Thirdly, via this analysis a stand is taken for equal rights

for all human beings, be they women, people of color or homosexuals, to name but a
few of the generally disfavored groups of people.

4.1 Categorization
The ten obituaries were selected as the target of closer linguistic scrutiny due to the
disparity between the subsets of five obituaries as regards respectful representation of
the deceased. On the one hand, there were very respectful or even praising obituaries,

and on the other hand, there were obituaries that were belittling and disparaging. The

latter subset of five texts (five women, one black) was chosen due to its striking
contrast to the overall respectful treatment of the deceased. Still, there were some

men as well in the larger data of 255 obituaries that were represented less
respectfully than the ‘norm’. They were the two men categorized as gays by The

Economist. Moreover, some black men were represented negatively, but since the
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focus of this study is in the most drastic differences of people representation, these
obituaries were not chosen as objects of closer linguistic scrutiny.

Although all of the deceased represented in the ten obituaries were talented
individual human beings in their own way, not all are described as having such an

identity. Instead, the five women are seen as different, inferior ‘others’. They are
seen first and foremost as deviant women, because they are talented and intelligent.

Such women cannot be easily controlled by the white male establishment.

Consequently, they are represented as weak, fearful, unpopular, ridiculous and/or
illogical. The female deceased is represented in conjunction with unpleasant,

questionable or trivial actions. She is represented first and foremost as a member of
the group of ‘others’, Them (i.e. women and in one occasion, as black women) and is

depicted as having the stereotypical characteristics pertaining to that group. Talent,

intelligence and actions considered important are reserved to the ‘norm’, Us the

people (i.e., white heterosexual men). Generally in the data, men are represented in a
respectful manner, but those five men in the selection received even better treatment;

they were represented in a praising way as active, talented and intelligent individuals.
In sum, they were represented as valuable human beings.

Figures 1 and 2 show that women and people of color are clearly underrepresented in
the data, thus ‘otherised’ in terms of quantity.

There were 49 women in the data (19%). Interestingly only seven of them were
classified by The Economist as ‘Women’ (Obituaries of Nancy Wake, Elinor Ostrom,

Sylvia Kristel, Rita Levi-Montalcini, Nadia Popova, Shirley Temple and P.D.

James). What these seven women had in common is that they were all white and
exceptional either measured by their appearance (e.g. a cute child movie star) or their

extraordinary actions (WWII pilot, Nobelist, or economist) that have traditionally
been considered uncommon for women. They were thus either prototypical, beautiful

women or they were defiant and able women that were made to appear as deviant by
The Economist. In both cases they were made the focus of special observation by the
discourse of “gender difference”.

The data of this study (255 obituaries, 259 persons in total) can be classified

according to two (sex and race) of the “primary categories of person perception (age,
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sex and race)” (Brewer and Lui 1989; Schneider 2004: 96; as cited in Ridweway and
Kricheli-Katz 2013: 298) as shown in Figures 1 and 2:

Figure 1: Gender distribution.

Figure 2: Ethnic distribution.
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4.1.1 Gender categorization
The following examples relate to one aspect of qualitative ‘othering’ or placing
people into the ‘otherised’ gender category of women instead of representing them as
individuals in the obituary of Brian Cobby who himself is not the object of
‘othering’:
(8)

(9)

Women, who mostly staffed telephone exchanges in the beginning, made
natural speaking clocks, efficient and friendly, perm and pearls and
feather-duster; but for that sense of Chronos or Saturn, or Father Time
himself, it had to be Mr. Cobby’s voice. (Obituary of Brian Cobby;
8813/2012)

He was Libra, calm, assured and in balance: so much so that ladies of a
certain age liked to listen to his voice at night, soothing their insomnia,
and would write to thank him afterwards. (Obituary of Brian Cobby;
8813/2012)

The discourse of “gender difference” is evoked in the following example:
(10)

In one of his minor film roles as a young jobbing actor he had daringly
shown his naked bum, insisting it was just as beautiful as his voice. When
he found himself in 1985 on a shortlist of 12 out of 5,000 applicants, with
all the others women, he cheekily hoped the panel would choose a
speaking clock with a pendulum. (Obituary of Brian Cobby; 8813/2012)

Women are also represented as sex objects:
(11)

The cutting urban hip-hop of the 1980s she found ugly, like listening to
her brothers boast of the women they’d laid. (Obituary of Whitney
Houston; 8772/2012)

Women are controlled by men, as the following example shows; the idea is chosen
by The Economist to be included in the obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini, thus
perpetuated in the media and consequently affecting the readership in the interest of
the powerful elite:
(12)

Her father, a mathematician, electrical engineer and all-round
“Victorian”, believed that women should not study. (Obituary of Rita
Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

There is belittling of adult women by referring to them as girls:
(13)

He was not, in his own mind, a natural doctor, being far keener on skiing,
golf, girls, and having fun; his party trick was blowing fire. (Obituary of
Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)
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Choosing to perpetuate the common, hostile attitudes towards feminists by
expressing Norman Macrae’s stance:
(14)

He dismissed the religious right as vigorously as he dismissed feminists
and environmentalists (“both simple and psychotic Americans have too
often been dominated by religious liars”). (Obituary of Norman Macrae;
8687/2010)

Emphasizing sexuality at the expense of talented individuality, since Nora Ephron
did much more in her lifetime than just observation:
(15)

Nora Ephron, observer of sexual behavior, died on June 26th, aged 71.
Lonesome George, habitual abstainer, died on June 24th, aged perhaps
100. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

Woman represented as irrational (because men cannot ‘fake it’):
(16)

At which stage Ms. Ephron might have asked, couldn’t he at least have
faked it? Women did that all the time. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and
Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

Describing a woman’s appearance in great detail, thus making her and women as a
group the objects of ‘othering’:
(17)

Ms. Ephron, though striking and svelte all her life, worried in the niggling
way of women that her breasts were too small, her neck too crepy [sic] (“I
Feel Bad About My Neck” was the title of one book), her skin dry and her
purse just wrong. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome George;
8792/2012)

The domestic, private sphere with the furniture, and the woman represented in terms
of her marital relationship:
(18)

Couches arose because they were part of the extra-domestic arrangements
of her second husband, Carl Bernstein of the Washington Post. (Hence
her Washington exile.) He left her when she was pregnant with their
second child, falling for a woman whose neck was approximately as
long as George’s and whose feet were splayed. (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

Woman represented in terms of her feelings as well as her being an object of
mockery:
(19)

But she was rare because, being very hurt, she got over it by making the
world laugh at and with her. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome
George; 8792/2012)
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A black (the frizzy hair) woman objectified as a product instead of representing her
as an independent agent of her own life:
(20)

Others, though, could see she was a product of careful packaging by
Clive Davis of Arista Records, who had spotted her in a New York night
club, signed her at 19 and then waited two years for the right string-lush
ballads to come along; who had cut back the frizzy hair, lightened the
make-up, changed the dress, and launched her on the world so perfect that
by 1986 she was Billboard artist of the year, an instant sensation.
(Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

Mitigating her achievements by avoiding the usage of an active verb and using
nominalizations of the details of her successes:
(21)

Besides, she enjoyed being a princess—possessor of multiple platinum
discs, holder of six Grammys, earner of more money and seller of more
records than any female star before her. (Obituary of Whitney Houston;
8772/2012)

Representing the weak and fearful woman instead of focusing on the renowned
writer’s successes:
(22)

This world-famous author of 18 murder mysteries evidently feared for
her own security. The warmth of her welcome, too, was preceded by the
sound of a key turning several times in the lock. (Obituary of P.D.
James; 8916/2014)

Describing the appearance and an object (a stick) pertaining to weakness, again
emphasizing the womanhood of the deceased:
(23)

She sat upright, small and spry, with no need for the stick that rested by
her side. Her hands, folded in her lap, were strongly veined, almost
tough. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

The woman under male control:
(24)

Her arduous marriage, to a man who spent his last two decades shuttling
between psychiatric hospitals and left her, at 44, a widow, had required
her to keep working full-time in hospital administration, as a nurse and
then in policing policy. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

Mitigating the woman’s achievements by using nominalizations instead of highstatus and activity-related verbs:
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(25)

The business of writing, the obsessive, daily observation of people and
things, the meticulous plotting, remained a private matter. (Obituary of
P.D. James; 8916/2014)

Belittling her as a writer by stating that her knowledge of settings was limited and,

again, using nominalizations instead of verbs that could have represented her as
actively controlling her adept writing process:
(26)

She wrote it [crime fiction] differently, using the confined English
settings she knew but introducing, as well as bloody disruption, exact
science, note-perfect backgrounds and exquisitely worked motivation.
(Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

Belittling her as a person by associating her with a fictional character, the one she
had created:
(27)

He had had no need to write anything, since they inhabited each other’s
minds; and as much as she had created him he had also, perhaps,
created her. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

Making the intelligent woman with a doctorate from Yale seem ridiculous:
(28)
(29)

When the big male appeared, Alison Jolly wanted to run and hide.
(Obituary of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)
More worrying still was her encounter with the dominant female of the
troop, whose perfect tenure and grooming made her feel, at 25, in
khakis and just tumbled out of a Land Rover, like something the cat
had brought in. (Obituary of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)

Disparaging a woman’s scientific achievements by choosing to mention the alleged

‘sniffing at’ her findings and mitigating the fact that she had won the Nobel prize by
using “a non-finite dependent clause with the base form of a verb” (Biber et al. 2002:
457).

(30)

Rita Levi-Montalcini saw her scientific discoveries sniffed at
throughout the 1950s and 1960s, only to win the Nobel prize for
physiology in 1986. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

Evoking the domestic sphere in conjunction with science by the reference to sewing
needles, traditionally used by women at home:
(31)

Her own experiments, using scalpels made out of sewing needles,
persuaded her that what the buds actually produce is a substance that
stimulates nerve growth. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)
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Commenting the scientist’s looks:
(32)

Tiny and bird-like, with a beautiful coif of white or rinsed hair in old
age, she wore high heels with her lab coat, and wielded her minute
spatulas with exquisitely manicured hands. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)

Choosing to write about and thus perpetuate commonly held ideas about these human
rights activists:
(33)

He loathed the feminists and black-power activists he came across in
America in the late 1960s and 1970s, smelling in their affection for group
rights and their willingness to use intimidation the same intolerance he
had smelt in Europe in the 1930s and 1940s. (Obituary of Norman
Macrae; 8687/2010)

4.1.2 Ethnic categorization

In the whole data of 255 obituaries, there were 67 persons (26%) of color (Blacks 12

persons; Asians 37 persons; Latinos, Native North Americans, Roma/gypsies 18
persons in total), and, in contrast, 192 persons that were white. Therefore, there is

quantitative ‘othering’ based on skin color. Moreover, there is qualitative ‘othering’
as shown in the following example where black people are associated with lack of
discipline, violence and drugs:
(34)

Her private life grew raunchy, with marriage to bad-boy Bobby Brown in
1992 propelling her into a whirl of boastful sex, violent rows and
cocaine. (Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

4.1.3 Categorization by sexual orientation

As far as ‘othering’ by sexual orientation is concerned, the following examples show

the peculiarity of being gay, an allegedly effeminate male by referring to the
predispositions of a tortoise named George (35) and those of lemurs (36):
(35)
(36)

Clearly, he was a slow burner. Possibly he was gay. (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

The males, by contrast, were almost effete. (Obituary of Alison Jolly;
8876/2014)

Example (37) describes the attitude of a deceased, Norman Macrae, towards
homosexuals, chosen to be published by The Economist:
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(37)

Many of these special reports became books. But he was reined in when
he got a bit too wild—as when he advocated writing a cover leader
championing a nasal spray to “cure” homosexuals (who, he thought,
were driven that way by their aversion to the smell of their mothers).
(Obituary of Norman Macrae; 86 87/2010)

4.2 Who is a man of action? – Observations regarding transitivity
In the obituaries, as well as in any other texts of the media, verb choices can be
ideologically revealing. Especially in the obituaries that concentrate on the person

representation it is possible to fruitfully analyze the verbs to discover some of the

values, roles, activities and processes associated with certain groups of people. In her

study, Moses (1994) aimed at showing how the lives of women and men were
symbolized by language. She analyzed nouns, verbs and adjectives and her material
consisted of 40 obituaries, both edited and paid obituaries in equal measure (1994:
545).

In this section the kinds of semantic roles the deceased are given shall be analyzed.
4.2.1 Subject and object positions
As suggested by Fowler (1991: 98-9) above, a starting point of the analysis is
studying subject and object positions in sentences that directly pertain to the
deceased. These positions can sometimes be concurrent with the semantic roles of

the Agent and Affected. The results indicate a slightly larger relative proportion of
subject positions than object positions for the norm (i.e., Cobby, Daniels, Jenkins,

Liggins and Macrae) when comparing to the ‘other’ (i.e., Ephron, Houston, James,
Jolly and Levi-Montalcini), as can be seen in Table 1:
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Table 1: Subject and object positions

4.2.2 Connotations of the verbs
The connotations of the verbs inferred on the basis of their context indicate that verbs

deemed positive (+) were generally related to the ‘norm’ and verbs that were

negative (-) were associated with the ‘others’. Both groups were represented in terms
of neutral (+/-) verbs as well. Examples from (38) to (46) show positive connotations
of the verbs:
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

The job required consummate accuracy, and he had (+) it. (Obituary of
Brian Cobby; 8813/2012)

He knew (+) it himself, because his boyhood watch studies from library
books were (+/-) a private realm only he could understand (+) […]
(Obituary of George Daniels; 8761/2011)
She went (+) to the White House to discuss youth projects, and set up (+)
a foundation to fight illiteracy. (Obituary of Whitney Houston;
8772/2012)
But he did have (+) a stylish hat, a military background and adventures in
wild places. (Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)

But as a primatologist, with a doctorate from Yale, she could tell (+) he
was dominant by the way the subordinates feared him. (Obituary of
Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)
On a national level, she lobbied (+) the government of Madagascar to
preserve the little wild Nature it still had. (Obituary of Alison Jolly;
8876/2014)

She later showed (+) that NGF is important in the immune system,
launching a line of research that has since grown exponentially. (Obituary
of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)
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(45)
(46)

But his pursuit led (+) to some of the most important discoveries in
obstetrics, and the saving of hundreds of thousands of tiny, struggling
lives. (Obituary of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)
Yet Norman was (+) one of the intellectual giants of post-war Britain: one
of the very few journalists who could bear (+) comparison with the best
brains of his time. (Obituary of Norman Macrae; 8687/2010)

In what follows, examples from (47) to (54) show verbs with either neutral or

negative connotations in the context (the professional identity of the deceased) are
presented:
(47)
(48)
(49)

(50)

(51)
(52)

(53)

(54)

She had worked (+/-), after all, for some years in the forensics
department at the Home Office. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
To get her own back at Mr. Bernstein, in a way befitting her love of food
and her urge to cook, Ms. Ephron in her book threw (-) a key lime pie at
him. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

Yet told by Oprah Winfrey in 2009 that her voice was (+) a national
treasure, and that some people thought she had squandered (-) it, she
could only whisper (-), terror-struck, “That’s heavy.” (Obituary of
Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

She wrote (+/-) it differently, using the confined English settings she
knew (-) but introducing, as well as bloody disruption, exact science,
note-perfect backgrounds and exquisitely worked motivation. (Obituary
of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
She had fallen in love (-) with them, transferring her affections from sea
sponges, when she had to babysit (-) a few in the lab at Yale. (Obituary
of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)
First there, and later in a safer house in the countryside (where she would
cycle round (-) from farm to farm, collecting the necessary eggs), the pair
worked (+/-) on the problem she made (-) her own: how nerves growing
out from an embryonic spinal cord find the particular developing limbs
they will innervate. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

Once the war was over, Hamburger noticed the clarity of her work; he
invited her to St Louis to continue her experiments, and there she stayed
(+/-), on and off, until her retirement in 1979 (though she never really
retired (+/-), snapping (-) that it led to decay of the brain). (Obituary of
Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)
Despite her own artistic bent, she lamented (-) that human beings in the
modern age were too much led by the “archaic”, emotional right
hemisphere of their brains. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini;
8817/2013)
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There is a disproportion as regards the negative connotations. All but one were
associated with women in the data of ten obituaries. The one regarding a man was
the following sentence, as shown in the following example:
(55)

He forgot (-) about the sheep. (Obituary of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)

This is qualitative ‘othering’ as shown in Table 2 below, and in accordance with the
general

representational

properties/actions

strategy of

the

are emphasized, whereas

mentioned at all—are mitigated.

‘ideological

square’;

Their

bad

Our bad properties/actions—if

Table 2: Connotations of the verbs

4.2.3 Semantic roles
The most relevant semantic roles in the data are Agent (Ag), Affected (Af), and

Experiencer (Ex). Moreover, there were some instances of the Beneficiary (Be) role.
All of these semantic roles occurred in sentences directly related to the deceased and
they were distributed in the data as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Semantic roles

Level of activity can be measured by scrutinizing the ratio of Agent and Affected, i.e.
the extent to which the sentences directly related to the deceased could be interpreted
semantically as denoting the Agent role.

High quotient indicates activity,

subjectivity and control of one’s actions, and low quotient passivity, objectification
and lesser control of one’s actions. The results are shown in Figure 3 below:

Figure 3: Ratio of the semantic roles Agent and Affected

These results indicate that generally the level of activity in the representation of the

‘norm’ was high, whereas that of the ‘others’ tended to be much lower. For example,
Graham Liggins is represented as a very active individual controlling his actions. The

same applies to the representations of George Daniels, Farish Jenkins, Norman

Macrae and Brian Cobby. This is concurrent with the fact that the ‘norm’ is usually
perceived as active. Alison Jolly forms an exception to the rule, however. Though

represented as active as well, in the context of her scientific experiments and her

identity as a scientist, those actions acquired a negative meaning. Serious scientists
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are not usually represented via emotions and babysitting their research objects, as
shown in example (56):
(56)

Until then, she had studied lemurs in captivity. She had fallen in love
with them, transferring affections from sea sponges, when she had to
babysit a few in the lab at Yale. Lemurs intrigued her […]. (Obituary of
Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)

Rita Levi-Montalcini’s representation forms another exception to this trend related to

the level of activity. As a feminist and a scientist who defied male social control by
refusing to marry and have children, was represented as an active person as well.
However, she was associated with actions that accentuated her ‘otherised’ identity at
the expense of her professional identity. They also made her seem arrogant and
unsympathetic, as shown in examples (57) and (58).
(57)

(58)

Along the way, she proved that you can exude bella figura from every
pore and still win the world’s highest intellectual honor. Both were a
matter of precision, of flair, and of insisting—sometimes loudly,
sometimes in silence—on what she wanted. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)
[…] there she stayed, on and off, until her retirement in 1979 (though she
never really retired, snapping that it led to decay of the brain). (Obituary
of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

P.D. James, though active in her life, was represented primarily as a feeble woman

rather than as a successful author of crime fiction, i.e. she was ‘otherised’ by gender.

Whitney Houston, on the other hand, was a black woman first and a highly talented
singer hardly at all. She was active in ‘bad actions’, using swear words and drugs as

the stereotyped behavior pertinent to blacks as a group indicates. Nora Ephron, a
talented screenwriter and a feminist, is the hardest hit as regards ‘othering’. Her
many noteworthy actions are barely mentioned, because she and a tortoise named

George are made to share the obituary. The story is to a large extent about the
animal. Nora Ephron is thus objectified and dehumanized by the parallel

representation with the animal. She is also made to seem irrational, as shown in
example (59) dealing with an endangered species nearing extinction:
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(59)

To get her own back at Mr. Bernstein, in a way befitting her love of food
and her urge to cook, Ms. Ephron in her book threw a key lime pie at him.
She also provided the recipe. An erring tortoise would need sterner
treatment. For tortoise soup, take one reptile, eviscerate, remove skin and
all fat, remove shell. Simmer with lots of vegetables for two hours. Serves
eight. This soup is illegal outside South Carolina. (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

This has consequences to those who read the article, and especially to women who
cannot easily perceive her as a serious role-model. She is mistreated as an individual
in the obituary, because those women who defy the status quo of male power are

deemed a threat. They and the likes of them need to be controlled via this kind of
subtle violence, or ‘othering’.

In the following examples from (60) to (64), the deceased is represented in the
positive context in which he is an active and talented individual in the semantic role
of Agent:
(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

He (Ag) recorded the speaking clock’s 86 separate words in a single take
of 50 minutes; though someone forgot to include “o’clock”, obliging him
(Af) to drive up again to London the next day. (Obituary of Brian Cobby;
8813/2012)

He (Ag) made the screws, the springs and the levers, the pallets and
gears, the hands and the plain, often numberless dials. He (Ag) also made
the tools that made them, except for the lathes and turning engines.
(Obituary of George Daniels; 8761/2011)
Later, he (Ag) illustrated his lectures with fine anatomical drawings,
painstakingly rendered with what he (Ag) proudly called Harvard’s best
collection of sharpened chalks (he (Ex) was not a PowerPoint person).
(Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)
Squeezing his research into evenings after long days delivering babies, he
(Ag) began by questioning the theory, held since Aristotle, that the
mother’s body instigated labour. (Obituary of Graham Liggins;
8698/2010)

Everything he (Ag) wrote was compulsively readable—partly because he
(Ag) mixed battiness with brilliance and partly because he (Ag) came at
everything from such unexpected angles. (Obituary of Norman Macrae;
8687/2010)

In contrast, in the following examples from (65) to (70) the female deceased is

represented in a context that can be deemed negative as regards her identity as a
talented individual:
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(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)

(70)

She (Ag) also provided the recipe [for a tortoise soup]. (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George 8792/2012)

She (Ag) would order her entourage around and sack them repeatedly,
trusting only her mother not to “talk shit to my ear” or “blow smoke up
my ass”. (Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)
She (Ag) liked to shock and cuss, saying that anyone who claimed that
recording songs was creative, rather than commercial, was a fucking liar.
(Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

He looked for the first editions of Jane Austen, her favorite author, whose
work she (Ag) had happily imitated in 2011 in “Death Comes to
Pemberley”. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
But there was also a wider principle involved, one that greatly annoyed
the male scientific establishment when she (Ag) proposed it in “The
Evolution of Primate Behaviour” in 1972. (Obituary of Alison Jolly;
8876/2014)

Her father, a mathematician, electrical engineer and all-round
“Victorian”, believed that women should not study. Quite against his
wishes, she (Ag) enrolled in medical school. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)

The semantic role of Affected can be classified as favorable to the deceased based on
the context as in the following example:
(71)

His adoring students dubbed him (Af) the real life version of the
cinematic creation. (Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)

In other cases, the role of Affected can be considered as unfavorable, suggesting

passivity and lack of control of the events in the context of representation. This can
be seen in examples from (72) to (77):
(72)

(73)
(74)

He left her (Af) when she (Ex) was pregnant with their second child,
falling for a woman whose neck was approximately as long as George’s
and whose feet were splayed. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome
George 8792/2012)

Her private life grew raunchy, with marriage to bad-boy Bobby Brown in
1992 propelling her (Af) into a whirl of boastful sex, violent rows and
cocaine. (Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)
But then he turned his detective’s attention to the woman (Af) herself.
(Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
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(75)

(76)
(77)

Her arduous marriage, to a man who spent his last two decades shuttling
between psychiatric hospitals and left her (Af), at 44, a widow, had
required her (Af) to keep working full-time in hospital administration, as
a nurse and then in policing policy. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
For 40 years, however, her home base was Lewes in Sussex, where her
marriage to Richard Jolly, a development economist, had taken her (Af)
from New York state. (Obituary of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)

EBRI later suffered from lack of money, and she (Af) was accused of
acting like an autocrat over it; but she (Af) was swiftly forgiven, in Italy
at least. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

Experiencer role is more static and can be related to feelings, states and experiences.
The following examples from (78) to (81) show the deceased in a favorable light,
representing his good qualities and character:
(78)

He (Ex) prized thoroughness. (Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)

(80)

Dr. Liggins (Ex), as generous with his knowledge as with his whisky,
was surprised that the rest of the world took 20 years to follow. (Obituary
of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)

(79)

(81)

He (Ex) was not, in his own mind, a natural doctor, being far keener on
skiing, golf, girls, and having fun; his party trick was blowing fire.
(Obituary of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)

Yet Norman (Ex) was one of the intellectual giants of post-war Britain:
one of the very few journalists who could bear comparison with the best
brains of his time. (Obituary of Norman Macrae; 8687/2010)

The opposite end of the spectrum of respectfulness contains representations as shown
in examples (82) to (86):
(82)

(83)
(84)
(85)

Ms. Ephron (Ex), though striking and svelte all her life, worried in the
niggling way of women that her breasts were too small, her neck too
crepy [sic] (“I Feel Bad About My Neck” was the title of one book), her
skin dry and her purse just wrong. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and
Lonesome George 8792/2012)
But she (Ex) was bad, too. (Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

This world-famous author of 18 murder mysteries (Ex) evidently feared
for her own security. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

As they confronted each other, she (Ex) felt her field boots grow to the
size of dugout canoes. (Obituary of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)
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(86)

Rita Levi-Montalcini (Ex) saw her scientific discoveries sniffed at
throughout the 1950s and 1960s, only to win the Nobel prize for
physiology in 1986. (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

The role of Beneficiary is more passive one than Agent, but can be perceived as a

positive aspect in terms of the deceased when a learning process is involved, as in
examples (87) and (88):
(87)
(88)

He (Be) learned from a craftsman in Clerkenwell how to make cases,
usually of gold with a silver back and bezels. (Obituary of George
Daniels; 8761/2011)
On her graduation in 1936 she (Ex) became an assistant to Giuseppe Levi,
a histologist who taught her (Be) the technique of silver-staining nerve
cells so that they could be seen more clearly under a microscope.
(Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

Nevertheless, this role (Beneficiary) can be deemed as somewhat negative since the
deceased is represented as a more passive person on the receiving end of the action
instead of her being perceived as a talented singer who had earned the riches herself.
This is shown in example (89):
(89)

Fame brought her (Be) a five-bedroom house in the New Jersey
countryside, with a built-in recording studio and an Olympic pool.
(Obituary of Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

4.3 Assumptions of the person represented – displays of stance
In the following section, the various manifestations of the writer’s stance towards the
deceased, i.e. choices of adjectives and nominal expressions, shall be scrutinized.
4.3.1 Indicating quality
One way to scrutinize the obituaries in order to find out about the above-mentioned
stance of the authors is studying what kinds of adjectives are used in conjunction

with the deceased being represented. In what follows, examples found in the data
containing adjectives associated with the ‘norm’ (i.e., white heterosexual male) are

presented. They are described in an admiring and respectful manner in examples (90)
to (100):
(90)

His tones as Time were warm, mature, velvety and clear […] (Obituary
of Brian Cobby; 8813/2012)
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(91)
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
(96)

The job [Brian Cobby’s job] required consummate accuracy […]
(Obituary of Brian Cobby; 8813/2012)

The magic watchmaker; master watchmaker (Obituary of George
Daniels; 8761/2011)
No one else had ever learned the dozens of necessary skills. (Obituary of
George Daniels; 8761/2011)

[…] the most ingenious invention in watchmaking for 250 years […]
(Obituary of George Daniels; 8761/2011)

But his pursuit led to some of the most important discoveries in
obstetrics […] (Obituary of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)
The real Indiana Jones (Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)

Furthermore, as examples (97) to (100) show, the character and mental qualities of
the men in the data are elaborated on in an appreciative way:
(97)

Smart man (Obituary of Farish Jenkins; 8811/2012)

(99)

Yet Norman was one of the intellectual giants […] (Obituary of Norman
Macrae; 8687/2010)

(98)

Dr. Liggins, as generous with his knowledge as with his whisky […]
(Obituary of Graham Liggins; 8698/2010)

(100) He could be a brutal editor and a savage critic of flabby ideas. […] But
he was greatly liked, generous with his time and amiable in
conversation. He was also a loyal company man, never allowing his
growing renown to go to his head. (Obituary of Norman Macrae;
8687/2010)

Adjectives related to the ‘others’, i.e., women either describe their appearance or

modify nominalizations mitigating their successes. This is in accordance with van
Dijk’s ‘ideological square’ in that the good actions of Them are mitigated, if
described at all.

In contrast, the following examples represent a sphere of disrespect and belittling
attitude as regards the female deceased. In examples (101) to (103), Nora Ephron and
P.D. James are represented in terms of the sexual surplus of the female paradigm,

looks and sexual attractiveness of a woman. The identity of a woman is underscored
at the expense of the professional identity:
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(101) Nora Ephron, observer of sexual behavior […] (Obituary of Nora Ephron
and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

(102) Ms. Ephron, though striking and svelte all her life, worried in the
niggling way of women that her breasts were too small, her neck too
crepy […], her skin dry and her purse just wrong. (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

(103) She sat upright, small and spry, with no need for the stick that rested by
her side. Her hands, folded in her lap, were strongly veined, almost
tough. An Indian silk scarf was carefully draped around a scrawny neck.
She wore a heavy pendant and a large ring […]. (Obituary of P.D. James;
8916/2014)

Instead of representing this able woman as someone active and talented via the usage
of a verb denoting her being in charge of the action of writing, her achievements are

expressed via nominalizations and thus mitigated that way as shown in examples
(104) to (106):

(104) […] a career of witty, wise writing […] (Obituary of Nora Ephron and
Lonesome George; 8792/2012)
(105) […] her highly successful screenwriting career […] (Obituary of Nora
Ephron and Lonesome George; 8792/2012)

(106) The business of writing, the obsessive, daily observation of people and
things, remained a private matter. […] she felt crime fiction was
undervalued as literature. She wrote it differently, using the confined
English settings she knew but introducing, as well as bloody disruption,
exact science, note-perfect backgrounds and exquisitely worked
motivation. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

The following sentence served as an introduction to the many expressions related to

Whitney Houston’s bad qualities and actions. In the data no man was represented as
being ‘bad’ like this black woman. She was ‘othered’ doubly: based on her gender

(by being under the control of a violent man) and ethnicity (lack of discipline;
violence and drugs often associated with black people):

(107) But she was bad, too. Her private life grew raunchy, with marriage to
bad-boy Bobby Brown in 1992 propelling her into a whirl of boastful
sex, violent rows and cocaine. (Obituary of Whitney Houston;
8772/2012)

The next example shows the importance of studying the context in which a word is
used. Even if ‘world-famous’ is a positive word per se, it loses its respectful aspect of
meaning when placed in conjunction with this image of a fearful and weak woman.
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(108) This world-famous author of 18 murder mysteries evidently feared for
her own security. (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)

Alison Jolly had taken a doctoral degree from Yale, and could thus be assumed to be

an intelligent and active individual human being. Yet the female paradigm, i.e.
pertaining to e.g. the emotional and private as opposed to the intellectual, active as

well as competitive side predominates in her representation, as shown in examples
(109) and (110):

(109) […] her interest in co-operation was probably a female thing. (Obituary
of Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)
(110)

Her approach to her work was as gentle as the lilting voice in which she
chatted to the lemurs, a smiling human in a Tilley hat. (Obituary of
Alison Jolly; 8876/2014)

Alison Jolly, as a primatologist, studied exotic animals, lemurs in the forests of

Madagasgar. Their description took up a lot of space in the obituary and their
appearance and actions were described in much detail which could be surprising,

given the fact that the obituary is supposed to be about the scientist herself. However,
this is again in accordance with van Dijk’s ‘ideological square’ and the sequences of
propositions: Jolly’s achievements are described in ‘distanced’ terms, briefly and

generally. This able academic is equated with the objects of her study, and thus
dehumanized in a subtle manner:

(111) […] she was fairly exotic herself, in bright jackets and big necklaces,
presiding over berry-and-meringue parties […] (Obituary of Alison
Jolly; 8876/2014)

Although Alison Jolly was an object of ‘othering’, she was not, however, the object

of hostile ‘othering’, because she was a ‘decent’, normal woman who was willing to
live and work under the control of and within the constraints imposed on her by her
husband and being a mother of four children. Moreover, it was stressed in the
obituary that she was not a feminist, i.e., not a threat to the male establishment.

In contrast, Rita Levi-Montalcini is represented as defiant to her father and to the
Italian fascist dictator Il Duce as well as other men, as a woman who decided to

pursue her career and refused to marry and have children, as shown in example
(114). Instead, she was a feminist, active and intelligent to the degree of being able to

obtain a Nobel-prize for her scientific discoveries. Consequently, she, as an alleged
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threat to the patriarchy, is subjected to hostile ‘othering’. First and foremost she is
represented as a member of the category of woman and the identity of a serious

scientist is downplayed. She is shown her proper place (a beautiful and submissive
woman happy to stay at home, or at least content to ‘play the second fiddle’, evoked

in example (115) with sewing needles); a woman even if having the ‘right’ qualities
of a sexually attractive object of desire in examples (113), (116) and (117), who is
still ‘other’, i.e., a woman and presumably inferior to men.

(112) Rita Levi-Montalcini saw her scientific discoveries sniffed at throughout
the 1950s and 1960s, only to win the Nobel-prize for physiology in 1986.
(Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini(114); 8817/2013)
(113)

[…] she proved that you can exude bella figura from every pore and still
win the world’s largest intellectual honor. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)

(114) Undaunted—laughingly defiant, in fact, that Il Duce should think her
“inferior” […] (Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

(115) Her own experiments, using scalpels made out of sewing needles […].
(Obituary of Rita Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)
(116) Tiny and bird-like, with a beautiful coif of white or rinsed hair in old
age, she wore high heels with her lab coat, and wielded her minute
spatulas with exquisitely manicured hands. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)
(117)

[…] with an arch of a perfect eyebrow, declared her brain in better
shape than it had been when she was 20. (Obituary of Rita LeviMontalcini; 8817/2013)

4.3.2 Nominal expressions
The nature of nominal expressions linked to the deceased within the representation is
associated with the writer’s stance towards the person being represented. In what

follows some examples of nominal expressions associated with the ‘norm’ and the

‘other’, respectively, in the obituaries of The Economist are presented. They
represent men’s character and public, professional achievements in admiring and

respectful ways In contrast, ‘others’ (i.e. women) are represented in terms of the sex

category of a woman, i.e. the private sphere, emotionality, appearance and sexuality,

having problems, being subjected to male control (e.g. via marriage) as well as
disparagement of their professional achievements. Women are also represented as
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body parts instead of whole, valuable human beings. Moreover, there is clear
overlexicalization related to the women in the data.

As examples (118) to (120) show, the men are represented as very talented, active
and intelligent individuals:

(118) The magic watchmaker, George Daniels, Mr. Daniels (Obituary of
George Daniels; 8761/2011)
(119) The real Indiana Jones; polymath; smart man (Obituary of Farish
Jenkins; 8811/2012)

(120) one of the intellectual giants of post-war Britain; his formidable
intellect; a hero (Obituary of Norman Macrae; 8687/2010)

In comparison, women in the data are represented via the analysis of their body parts
and appearance as in examples (121) to (123):

(121) Women; her breasts; her neck; her skin; her purse; the model of the
defiant single woman. (Obituary of Nora Ephron and Lonesome George;
8792/2012)

(122) P.D. James; Phyllis Dorothy (P.D.) James; Baroness James of Holland
Park; crime writer; his creator P.D. James; the woman herself; her hands;
her lap; a scrawny neck; her silver hair; eyes; a widow; a nurse; a star;
his hostess (Obituary of P.D. James; 8916/2014)
(123) The Lady of the Cells; Rita Levi-Montalcini; biologist; bella figura;
women; an artist; own clothes; own jewellery; a beautiful coif; rinsed
hair; high heels; exquisitely manicured hands; an ardent champion of
scientific training for women; la professoressa; a senator; an autocrat; a
dark blue suit; an arch of a perfect eyebrow; her brain (Obituary of Rita
Levi-Montalcini; 8817/2013)

There is ‘othering’ via the dehumanizing representation, as Whitney Houston has
allegedly called herself ‘the biggest devil’:

(124) Whitney Houston; pop singer; Whitney honey; woman; girl; a product; a
princess; possessor of multiple platinum discs; holder of six Grammys;
the biggest devil; the drug-ravaged thinness of her voice (Obituary of
Whitney Houston; 8772/2012)

Alison Jolly is made to look ridiculous and harmless enough so as not to pose a
threat to her colleagues in the male scientific establishment:
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(125) Alison Jolly; primatologist with a doctorate from Yale; something the
cat had brought in; not a feminist; the lilting voice; a smiling human
in a Tilley hat; bright jackets; big necklaces (Obituary of Alison Jolly;
8876/2014)

5

Discussion

The research questions as regards possible ‘othering’ in this study were the
following:

1) Is there a difference between the style of representation of ‘the norm’ and that
of groups perceived as ‘other’?

2) What are the differences in terms of quality and quantity?
The ‘norm’ (Us) comprised white, heterosexual men and the ‘other’ (Them) women,
people of color and homosexuals.

After analyzing the subset of ten obituaries, it can be stated that there is a difference
in representation between the ‘norm’ and the ‘other’. The differences have to do with
‘the norm’ being represented as active (i.e. as Agent) and successful (i.e. they are
represented with respectful nominal expressions and adjectives), whereas the ‘others’

are represented as more passive (i.e. as Affected, Experiencer, Beneficiary) and silly
as well as less competent than they really were.

Moreover, the analysis of adjectives and nouns indicates that women in the data are

represented as ‘others’: silly and dehumanized, and are represented as parallels with
either animals (e.g., tortoise named George in the obituary of Nora Ephron) or

characters from the fantasy world (a fictional character, a detective in the obituary of
P.D. James). Their stories may appear as being written from unexpected angles, a

sign of creative journalism. Yet that variety in writing obituaries is achieved at the

expense of the women in the data, and not the men. The latter were represented in an
ordinary fashion, and their stories were full of details of the man’s professional
successes, his character, his stance and thoughts. In sum, it was a representation of an
individual human being.

As far as quantity is concerned, there are many more instances of the deceased

deemed as the ‘norm’ than of those considered as the ‘other’. The latter are clearly
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underrepresented, which has to do with the gatekeeping practices regarding
newsworthiness of events in the news media (Fowler 1991).

These findings are fully concurrent with van Dijk’s ‘ideological square’. Our, or

white, heterosexual men’s good properties and actions were emphasized. They were
described on a very detailed level, especially in the obituaries of George Daniel and

Norman Macrae. Their bad properties as well as actions were described in full detail,

for example those of Whitney Houston. In contrast, Our bad properties and actions
were hardly present in the obituaries of men and when they occurred, they were

mitigated. Such instances were in the obituaries of George Daniels and Norman
Macrae.

Their good properties and actions were mitigated or left to a minimal number of

descriptive propositions. Even if the five women were able women, they were
represented first and foremost as group members, as belonging to the sex category of

women with the stereotypical features that pertain to this category, instead of

depicting each and every one of them as having the identity of a talented individual
human being, as one of Us. This representational strategy by The Economist as a

male-dominated news magazine dealing with the public, external life is concurrent
with the still dominant general ideology of white hetero-patriarchy.

The diminishing of these five clearly talented women (Nobelist, world-famous

writers and singers, educated up to the level of doctorate from Yale) by perceiving
them merely as women instead of valuable and intelligent human beings is ‘othering’

and a form of violence, as stated by Pinthus (1982). There were no praises saying
that any one of these women would have been such ‘intellectual giants’ as Norman

Macrae was represented in his obituary, even if clearly at least Rita Levi-Montalcini
as a Nobelist would have measured well against such a standard.

Coates (2013: 547) discovered that women are frequently referred to as body parts.
That was the case in this study as well. Nora Ephron’s physical appearance in general

was elaborated on (‘striking and svelte’), and in particular her neck and skin were

discussed. Rita Levi-Montalcini was described as a beautiful thin woman with
manicured hands, high heels, coiffure and perfect eyebrows. This is highly irrelevant
in this context of scientific achievements. However, as an ‘other’, this kind of
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representation is in accordance with the ‘ideological square’ in that it is not in the
best interest of the male establishment to emphasize Their good actions. Instead, Rita
Levi-Montalcini’s properties as a woman, i.e. her identity as a woman, are
emphasized.

Just like the critical linguists have discovered, there was an abundance of passive
forms and nominalizations instead of active verb forms when Their good actions

were described. Especially Nora Ephron and Rita Levi-Montalcini were diminished

this way. They were active women who refused to be deferential to men and thus
controlled, as suggested by Ramazanoglu (1990: 68), they had to be controlled by the

violent, diminishing strategy of ‘othering’ due to their being deemed a threat to the
status quo of the white hetero-patriarchy.

Moreover, especially in the obituary of Brian Cobby, women as a sex category were
the object of jokes (e.g. a speaking clock with a pendulum) that pertained to the

discourse of “gender difference” (Mullany 2006: 161), leading to the legitimization
of discrimination against women and chosen to be perpetuated in The Economist.

The method, i.e. the set of study questions based on SFG by Fowler (1991: 98-9),
within the general theoretical framework of critical discourse analysis, matched the

expectations related to this study. It was fairly easy to use the study questions to start
analyzing the semantic roles with the help of subject-object positions, the
connotations of the verbs in the context they were used, as well as nominal

expressions and adjectives. Together they formed a compact tool kit for critically
analyzing the obituaries and this linguistic analysis in conjunction with knowledge

regarding aspects of the British societal context helped finalize this particular critical
discourse analysis pertaining to ‘othering’.

Although the data is fairly large, 255 obituaries, the close analysis was performed on
a small sample of ten obituaries and thus no generalizations can be made on such a

basis. It is, however, possible to detect signs of subtle ‘othering’ and take a stand for
equal rights.
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Conclusion

The goal of this study was to find out whether there was qualitative and quantitative
‘othering’ in the obituaries of The Economist. After reading the whole data

comprising 255 obituaries, a tendency of respectful representation of most of the
deceased and disrespectful representation of the rest of the deceased could be

noticed. From the opposite ends of this dichotomy, a subset of ten obituaries was
chosen to be subjected to a close linguistic scrutiny.

It turns out, based on the quantitative analysis of categories of people that there is a
preponderance of white people over people of color in the whole data. Moreover,

there are many more representations of men than women. As far as verbs, adjectives,
and nouns are concerned, the normative deceased (Us) received respectful verbs,

adjectives and nouns, whereas the ‘others’ (Them) were represented in terms of

disrespectful verbs, adjectives and nouns. Those that were the targets of ‘othering’
were represented in conjunction with negative, thoughtless or silly actions which is
fully in accordance with the ‘ideological square’ by van Dijk.

Although there has been feminist, black power and gay rights activism for several

decades already, it is clear that the work is not done yet. That is evident from this
study as well, because subtle sexism, racism and homophobia can be detected even

within this small sample of texts. That is why there is a real need for conducting

critical discourse analysis. Human rights for all need to be fought for, and gender as
well as ethnic equality fall under that category. Moreover, all sexual orientations
should be equally valued. This study shows that this goal is still far ahead.

The method in this study has been to analyze the verbs, adjectives and nouns
associated with the person being represented. This was fairly straightforward, yet
revealing and fruitful as a tool of analysis once the relevant sentences were found. It

was clear that the ‘norm’ were talked about much more than the ‘others’, since the
latter had to ‘share the attention’ with e.g. animals. As a line of future inquiry it

would be interesting to calculate the ratio of sentences directly depicting the

deceased and the totality of sentences in the obituary. The quotient would likely be
high for the ‘norm’ and low for the ‘others’.
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Moreover, it seems that a more rewarding way to study than the method used in this
study would be to analyze the nominalizations and passive constructions, as well as

modal and sentence adverbs. These linguistic structures seemed to be very
extensively in use as far as the representation of the ‘others’ was concerned. The

linguistic practices in use in other news magazines or newspapers would be
interesting as research topics as well.

Reaching equal opportunities for all needs to be fought for, and one way to start is to
perform a thoroughgoing linguistic and transdisciplinary analysis of a much larger
data than in the present study. If the rigid status quo can be altered by research, all

human beings, and not just white heterosexual men, have a chance to gain better
opportunities in life. Research conducted within the theoretical framework of critical

discourse analysis should be used now and in the future for the ultimate benefit of all
humankind.
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405, Issue 8811 (Nov 17, 2012): 86
7. Life with lemurs; Alison Jolly. The Economist Volume 410, Issue 8876 (Mar
1, 2014): 94

8. The Lady of the Cells; Rita Levi-Montalcini. Anonymous. The Economist
Volume 406, Issue 8817 (Jan 5, 2013): 74
9. Obituary: The breath of babes; Mont Liggins. Anonymous. The Economist
Volume 396, Issue 8698 (Sep 4, 2010): n/a

10. Obituary: The unacknowledged giant; Anonymous. The Economist Volume
395, Issue 8687 (Jun 19, 2010): 88-90
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Subject and object positions; connotations of the verbs
In the Obituary 1 (Brian Cobby, BC), the deceased is in the subject position 36 times
in total, and in the object position he is eight times. The associated verbs had positive
connotations in 25 occasions; negative connotations in zero occasions, and in 16
occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 2 (George Daniels, GD), the deceased is in the subject position 44
times in total, and in the object position he is four times. The associated verbs had

positive connotations in 22 occasions; negative connotations in zero occasions, and
in 24 occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 3 (Nora Ephron, NE), the deceased is in the subject position 18 times

in total, and in the object position she is five times. The associated verbs had positive
connotations in zero occasions; negative connotations in 12 occasions, and in 10
occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 4 (Whitney Houston, WH), the deceased is in the subject position 42
times in total, and in the object position she is 14 times. The associated verbs had
positive connotations in five occasions; negative connotations in 19 occasions, and in
24 occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 5 (P.D. James, PDJ), the deceased is in the subject position 26 times

in total, and in the object position she is nine times. The associated verbs had positive
connotations in one occasion; negative connotations in nine occasions, and in 15
occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 6 (Farish Jenkins, FJ), the deceased is in the subject position 47 times

in total, and in the object position he is three times. The associated verbs had positive
connotations in 34 occasions; negative connotations in zero occasions, and in nine
occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 7 (Alison Jolly, AJ), the deceased is in the subject position 33 times

in total, and in the object position she is six times. The associated verbs had positive
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connotations in two occasions; negative connotations in 15 occasions, and in 16
occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 8 (Rita Levi-Montalcini, RLM), the deceased is in the subject

position 41 times in total, and in the object position she is 13 times. The associated

verbs had positive connotations in one occasion; negative connotations in 35
occasions, and in 12 occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 9 (Graham Liggins, GL), the deceased is in the subject position 36
times in total, and in the object position he is four times. The associated verbs had

positive connotations in 24 occasions; negative connotations in one occasion, and in
13 occasions the verb was neutral.

In the Obituary 10 (Norman Macrae, NM), the deceased is in the subject position 125
times in total, and in the object position he is 19 times. The associated verbs had
positive connotations in 80 occasions; negative connotations in zero occasions, and
in 37 occasions the verb was neutral.

Appendix 2. Semantic role distribution in the data
Ob1BC: Ag 9, Af 5, Ex 12; 26 occasions in total (Ag 35%, Af 19%, Ex 46%)
Ob2GD: Ag 18, Af 1, Ex 16, Be 3; 38 occasions in total (Ag 47%, Af 3%, Ex 42%,
Be 8%)

Ob3NE: Ag 2, Af 7, Ex 15, Be 1; 25 occasions in total (Ag 8%, Af 28%, Ex 60%, Be
4%)

Ob4WH: Ag 11, Af 12, Ex 18, Be 3, 44 occasions in total (Ag 25%, Af 27%, Ex
41%, Be 7%)

Ob5PDJ: Ag 9, Af 7, Ex 14, Be 1; 31 occasions in total (Ag 29%, Af 23%, Ex 45%,
Be 3%

Ob6FJ: Ag 21, Af 2, Ex 14, Be 1; 38 occasions in total (Ag 55%, Af 5%, Ex 37%, Be
3%)
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Ob7AJ: Ag 12, Af 2, Ex 17; 31 occasions in total (Ag 39%, Af 6%, Ex 55%)
Ob8RLM: Ag 25, Af 9, Ex 15, Be 1; 50 occasions in total (Ag 50%, Af 18%, Ex
30%, Be 2%)

Ob9GL: Ag 23, Af 1, Ex 10, Be 1; 35 occasions in total (Ag 66%, Af 3%, Ex 29%,
Be 3%)

Ob10NM: Ag 64, Af 8, Ex 46, Be 5; 123 occasions in total (Ag 52%, Af 7%, Ex
37%, Be 4%)

Appendix 3. Adjectives
Ob1BC: Britain’s only male speaking clock; the voice was educated but not prissy;
he was bookish; He was Libra, calm, assured and in balance; His tones as Time

were warm, mature, velvety and clear; His voice was hearty; showed a sly look; as
a young jobbing actor; he had daringly showed his naked bum, insisting it was just
as beautiful as his voice; The job required consummate accuracy; By 2007, when

his voice “retired”, he accepted that it had become a bit old-fashioned; wavy white
hair. (20 adjectives describing Brian Cobby)

Ob2GD: The magic watchmaker; master watchmaker; No one else had ever learned

the dozens of necessary skills; A hard, poor childhood in north London had given
him a nose for a deal and a sharp sense of the value of everything; But Mr. Daniels
was determined to show; his boyhood joy; his boyhood watch studies; a private

realm only he could understand; the only real friends he had; the most ingenious
invention in watchmaking for 250 years. (12 adjectives describing George Daniels)

Ob3NE: observer of sexual behavior; a career of witty, wise writing; her highly
successful screenwriting career; Ms. Ephron, though striking and svelte all her life,
worried in the niggling way of women that her breasts were too small, her neck too

crepy [sic], […], her skin dry and her purse just wrong; Equally; Ms. Ephron—
though she became the model of the defiant single woman; But she was rare
because, being very hurt, she got over it by making the world laugh at and with her.
(15 adjectives describing Nora Ephron)
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Ob4WH: a huge, pure, beautiful voice from an impeccably poised young woman;

the little girl in the New Hope gospel choir; [Clive Davis of Arista Records] […]
who had cut back the frizzy hair, lightened the make-up, changed the dress, and

launched her on the world so perfect that by 1986 she was Billboard artist of the
year, an instant sensation; And, like Cinderella, she claimed her ambitions were

small; All she wanted was to go to the mall and find true love, like any other 21year-old; Hard-headed, she had chosen to build her career the way Mr. Davis

advised her; Besides, she enjoyed being a princess – possessor of multiple platinum
discs, holder of six Grammys, earner of more money and seller of more records than

any female star before her; For some years she held the post of America’s

Sweetheart, pretty, God-fearing and patriotic; cuddly as a teddy-bear in a white
tracksuit; But she was bad, too; Her private life grew raunchy, with marriage to

bad-boy Bobby Brown in 1992 propelling her into a whirl of boastful sex, violent

rows and cocaine; Her sequined act was just a performance, she said; Bobby, by
contrast, she could be real with; As for what “real” meant, she was either her own

best friend or her worst enemy, she said once; “The biggest devil is me.”; […]
forging a new path for black women as Michael Jackson had done for the men; It

also proved, to many blacks, that she was not black enough; When she tried angrier
songs herself […], they still seemed as cool and glossy as her blue sheath dress; The

scratchy defiance of later albums […] owed more to the drug-ravaged thinness of
her voice than the miseries of her recent life; […] her voice was a national treasure,
and that some people thought she had squandered it, she could only whisper, terrorstruck [...]. (51 adjectives describing Whitney Houston)

Ob5PDJ: The season was her favourite; Her Regency house stood white and
elegant; This world-famous author of 18 murder mysteries evidently feared for her
own security; Framed photographs showed her with George and Barbara Bush and

in her ermine-trimmed robes at the House of Lords, where since 1991 she was an

energetic member; She sat upright, small and spry, with no need for the stick that

rested by her side; Her hands, folded in her lap, were strongly veined, almost tough;
An Indian silk scarf was carefully draped around a scrawny neck; She wore a heavy

pendant and a large ring, each of which appeared to be a Victorian memento mori;
From beneath her silver hair she gazed at him with an expression that combined
intelligence, good humour and, vitally, detachment; […] she would spread out her
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notes and dictionaries and weave, in black biro, the intricacies of a violent crime;
Her arduous marriage […]; Her books were a snatched joy […]; The business of

writing, the obsessive, daily observation of people and things, the meticulous
plotting, remained a private matter; The poetry was part of it, for she felt crime

fiction was undervalued as literature; She wrote it differently, using the confined
English settings she knew but introducing, as well as bloody disruption, exact
science, note-perfect backgrounds and exquisitely worked motivation; On a small

desk by the window lay a magnifying glass and a long stiletto, perhaps the very one
she had used for the barrister’s murder […]; She had also been photographed
admiring a switchblade razor […]; (40 adjectives describing P.D. James)

Ob6FJ: The real Indiana Jones; But he did have a stylish hat, a military background

and adventures in wild places; His adoring students dubbed him the real life version
of the cinematic creation; A Marine Corps captain, he trained as an artillery officer

[…]; Unlike most modern academics, he defied categorization into narrow
specialism; A “hybrid” as he put it, he was anatomist, zoologist and vertebrate

palaeontologist in equal measure; He was the first Yale Graduate School student

[…]; Later, he illustrated his lectures with fine anatomical drawings, painstakingly
rendered with what he proudly called Harvard’s best collection of sharpened chalks

(he was not a PowerPoint person); When necessary; he would draw bones and
muscles on his own suit; Charm was his first weapon, obstinacy his second; It was
not just his clothes and vocabulary that were old-fashioned; Unusually for modern

academia, he showered praise on colleagues and deprecated his own triumphs; But
he was a mighty foe when roused; Mr. Jenkins was a distinctive addition to the

landscape: invariably well-dressed, and sporting a beloved Czechoslovak rabbitfur hat […]; One proved to be the great find of his life […]; smart man; Another

big find [...]; […] made prodigious quantities of cider from his own apples. (40
adjectives describing Farish Jenkins)

Ob7AJ: […] where she was to study lemurs for a large part of her life; More
worrying still was her encounter with the dominant female of the troop […]; […]
her most arresting discovery; […] her interest in co-operation was probably a

female thing; Her approach to her work was as gentle as the lilting voice in which
she chatted to the lemurs, a smiling human in a Tilley hat; […] wrote her books
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while bringing up her four children; The works themselves, six of them, were often
as vivid as novels […]; That was done to encourage conservation, her other great

cause; […] her home base was Lewes in Sussex […]; […] she was fairly exotic
herself, in bright jackets and big necklaces, presiding over berry-and-meringue
parties […]; She wrote story books […] (17 adjectives describing Alison Jolly)

Ob8RLM: Rita Levi-Montalcini saw her scientific discoveries sniffed at throughout

the 1950s and 1960s, only to win the Nobel prize for physiology in 1986; She

conducted her early experiments in hiding, but rose to the pinnacle of Italian public

life; […] she proved that you can exude bella figura from every pore and still win
the world’s highest intellectual honour; […] at the heart of her wealthy Jewish

family […]; Undaunted—laughingly defiant, in fact, that Il Duce should think her

“inferior”—she set up a primitive lab […]; […] the pair worked on the problem she
made her own […]; Her own experiments, using scalpels made out of sewing
needles […]; Her roller-coaster life had given her a high sense of drama, and she

could tell a good story—too good, sometimes, for the plain-words world of science;
When one neuroscientist toned down her description of their findings in a joint

paper, she accused him of turning her beautiful prose into boiled spinach; the dark

side of the brain; She made intuitive, imaginative leaps […]; she made her own

clothes and designed her own jewellery; Tiny and bird-like, with a beautiful coif of
white or rinsed hair in old age, she wore high heels with her lab coat, and wielded
her minute spatulas with exquisitely manicured hands; An ardent champion of

scientific training for women […]; It was a girlhood decision she never regretted;

she simply refused to play second fiddle […]; She actively supported the centre-left
governments of Romano Prodi […]; Despite her own artistic bent […]; One of her
great wishes […]; Her 100th birthday party was held in 2009 in Rome’s city hall,

where—elegant as ever in a dark blue suit […]; […] with an arch of a perfect

eyebrow, declared her brain in better shape […]. (55 adjectives describing Rita
Levi-Montalcini)

Ob9GL: But his pursuit led to some of the most important discoveries in obstetrics

[…]; He was not, in his own mind, a natural doctor, being far keener on skiing,

golf, girls, and having fun; his party trick was blowing fire; But family pressure had
induced him to follow his father into medicine […]; Squeezing his research into
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evenings after long days delivering babies […]; […] as he discovered later with huge
excitement […]; Dr Liggins, as generous with his knowledge as with his whisky,

was surprised […]; His lasting contribution […]; But in fact he and his colleagues

made a surprising finding at Oxford […]; But, to his lasting frustration […] (14
adjectives describing Graham Liggins)
Ob10NM:

The unacknowledged giant; Few journalists have had as great an

influence […]; […] the extraordinary modesty of the man himself […]; Yet
Norman was one of the intellectual giants […]; one of the very few journalists who
could bear comparison with the best brains of his time; Norman was the first
journalist to “discover” Japan; He was also the first journalist to “discover” the

internet; […] that Norman decided to park his formidable intellect […]; […] he did
more than anyone else to provide the intellectual originality of […]; He could be a
brutal editor and a savage critic of flabby ideas; But he was greatly liked, generous

with his time and amiable in conversation; He was also a loyal company man, never
allowing his growing renown to go to his head; He frequently slept in his office, his

large frame heaped on the floor […]; […] he was lucky to find The Economist; His

undoubted eccentricity was partly a matter of personal style; The words tumbled
out in an incoherent jumble interrupted by heaving shoulders and gales of cackling
laughter; Norman was a punctilious student of statistics; Many of these special

reports became books; But he was reined in when he got a bit too wild; But, in truth,
he was in exactly the right position; His greatest gift was his uncanny ability to

predict the future; He was a firm believer in pumping up demand […]; He greeted

the first macroeconomic flushes of Reaganism and Thatcherism with skeptical
editorials before finally admitting that he had been wrong; […] equally civilized
dash to acceptance of killing off old codgers (by then like me) […]; Norman was an

extraordinarily self-contained figure; But his outlook was also shaped by his odd

adolescence; The man who predicted the rise of the internet in 1984 and preached the
virtues of telecommuting in articles on almost anything was by far the most

incompetent member of the staff when it came to using new (or not so new)
inventions; The last clue to Norman was that he was a consummate newspaperman;

In print—or indeed on the lecture podium—the cackling incoherence of his speech
simply vanished, and he was invariably lucid and frequently amusing, even
coruscating; (A similar stylishness could be seen on the tennis court, where the
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immobility of middle age did nothing to inhibit a well-aimed slice that flummoxed
younger and nimbler players.); He was one of the best word-coiners of his
generation […]; He littered his prose with memorable phrases; Everything he wrote

was compulsively readable—partly because he mixed battiness with brilliance and
partly because he came at everything from such unexpected angles; The resulting
article, “Consider Japan”, sealed his global reputation as a journalist

[…]; An

eternal optimist; But for all his interest in the rest of the world, he was a very
English figure. (52 adjectives describing Norman Macrae)

Appendix 4. Nominal expressions
Ob1BC: The voice of Time; Britain’s only male speaking clock; Chronos; Saturn;
Father Time; Mr. Cobby’s voice; The voice; Gravesend-born; a chorister; A.A.

Milne’s Christopher Robin; Brian; Libra; the night switchboard operator; Time; his

voice; a man; the dreamer; God; jobbing actor; a speaking clock with a pendulum;
Mr Cobby; the very quintessence of Time. (22 different ways of naming Brian
Cobby)

Ob2GD: The magic watchmaker; master watchmaker; George Daniels (3 times); Mr.
Daniels (7 times). (3 different ways of naming George Daniels)

Ob3NE: Nora; Nora Ephron (2 times); Ms. Ephron (7 times); women; her breasts;
her neck; her skin; her purse; the model of the defiant single woman. (9 different
ways of naming Nora Ephron)

Ob4WH: Whitney Houston (2 times); Whitney Elizabeth Houston; pop singer;

Whitney honey; voice; woman; girl; a product; the frizzy hair; the make-up; the
dress; Billboard artist of the year; an instant sensation; Cinderella (2 times); 21-yearold; a soul singer; daughter of Cissy Houston of the Sweet Inspirations; cousin of

Dionne Warwick; god-daughter of Aretha Franklin; her braids; a princess; possessor
of multiple platinum discs; holder of six Grammys; earner of more money; seller of

more records; any female star; her giant voice; Sweetheart; America’s Sweetheart; a
teddy-bear; her own best friend; her worst enemy; the biggest devil; Miss Houston (2
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times); women; the drug-ravaged thinness of her voice; the miseries of her recent
life; her voice; a national treasure (39 different ways of naming Whitney Houston)

Ob5PDJ: P.D. James; Phyllis Dorothy (P.D.) James; Baroness James of Holland

Park; crime writer; his creator P.D. James; author of 18 murder mysteries; member;

the woman herself; her hands; her lap; an Indian silk scarf; a scrawny neck; a heavy
pendant; a large ring; her silver hair; an expression that combined intelligence, good

humour and, vitally, detachment; eyes; a widow; a nurse; a star; his hostess (21
different ways of naming P.D. James)

Ob6FJ: The real Indiana Jones; Farish Jenkins (3 times); paleontologist (2 times);

polymath; the real life version of the cinematic creation; A Marine Corps captain; an
artillery officer; modern academics; a “hybrid”; anatomist; zoologist; vertebrate
palaeontologist; the first Yale Graduate School student to cross over to the Medical
school; not a PowerPoint person; modern academia; a mighty foe; a Marine; Mr

Jenkins (3 times); a distinctive addition to the landscape; Smart man; The two men
(21 different ways of naming Farish Jenkins)

Ob7AJ: Alison Jolly (3 times); primatologist; primatologist, with a doctorate from
Yale; like something the cat had brought in; not a feminist; the lilting voice; a

smiling human in a Tilley hat; bright jackets; big necklaces (9 different ways of
naming Alison Jolly)

Ob8RLM: The Lady of the Cells (2 times); Rita Levi-Montalcini (3 times);
biologist; bella figura; women; an assistant to Giuseppe Levi; the pair; a cross
between Marie Curie and Maria Callas; an artist; own clothes; own jewellery; a

beautiful coif; rinsed hair; high heels with her lab coat; her minute spatulas;

exquisitely manicured hands; an ardent champion of scientific training for women; la
professoressa; a senator; an autocrat; a dark blue suit; an arch of a perfect eyebrow;
her brain (23 different ways of naming Rita Levi-Montalcini)

Ob9ML: Mont Liggins; Graham “Mont” Liggins; investigator of the mysteries of

birth and breath; Graham Liggins; a New Zealander; doctor; Dr Liggins (4 times);
“Mont”; a boy; scientist (10 different ways of naming Graham Liggins)
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Ob10NM: The unacknowledged giant; journalist (6 times); the man (3 times) ; the
deputy editor of The Economist; Norman Macrae; Norman (21 times); one of the

intellectual giants of post-war Britain; one of the very few journalists who could bear

comparison with the best brains of this time; the first journalist to “discover” Japan;
the first journalist to “discover” the internet; his formidable intellect; deputy editor;
the “epitome of the internal spirit of The Economist”; a brutal editor; a savage critic;

a loyal company man; his undoubted eccentricity; personal style; a punctilious

student of statistics; His greatest gift; his uncanny ability to predict the future; a

prophet of the new right; a Keynesian; a firm believer in pumping up demand with
deficit spending; old codger; an extraordinarily self-contained figure; a teenager; an
RAF navigator; a newspaperman; the most incompetent member of the staff; a
techno-visionary; a consummate newspaperman; a similar stylishness; one of the best

word-coiners of his generation; a hero; an eternal optimist; a very English figure; an
irrepressible optimist (38 different ways of naming Norman Macrae)

